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The problem of the destitute within society appears to be an eternal one. In fact, in Deuteronomy 15:11 we read, “There will never cease to be needy ones in your land.” One might read this as a pessimistic statement, an indication of a problem that will never be solved. The questions of what is the correct distribution of wealth, the best system by which to do so, and the most honorable care of the vulnerable members of society have not been challenges approaching resolution, even today with our increased technology and our ability to produce enough food to feed the entire world.

Nevertheless, in a different verse, we read the commandment not to “harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman. Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs” (Deuteronomy 15:7-8). Thus, scholars of the Jewish tradition have spent a great deal of energy thinking through the problem of taking care of the poor, both philosophically as well as through legal institutions, despite the enormity of the task. Jewish law demands that the Jewish community hope and strive for an ideal of seeing to the welfare of all people even if the ideal cannot be completely realized. We can still improve the lot of humankind.

That helping the poor was thought of as a matter of justice can be seen in the very name in Hebrew for charity, tzedakah, the root of which indicates “righteousness.” Giving charity is not merely a matter of benevolence; it is the right thing to do in God’s eyes. The English word “charity” is derived from the Latin “caritas,” meaning, “love.” Tzedakah, however, is mandated by law, regardless of one’s sentiments. As one scholar has put it: “Jewish tradition, from the Bible onward, considers tzedakah to be a legal duty, a social responsibility, a repayment of a debt to God. Giving tzedakah is the fulfillment of a commandment rather than an act of optional benevolence.”

Today, many Jews find great spiritual satisfaction in the giving of tzedakah. It is a pillar of Jewish identity. For the Jew, there is more to the giving tzedakah than a mere transaction. There is a great spiritual depth and many ethical dimensions to the act. Consider, for instance, the names of the categories of agricultural produce that were designated for the poor. Certain agricultural produce, such as that which grew on the edge of the field, grain that was overlooked, grapes that were separated or malformed, and stalks that were

---

1. All biblical translations are taken from Tanakh: The Holy Scriptures, the New JPS Translation According to the Traditional Hebrew Text (Philadelphia: the Jewish Publication Society, 1988).
forgotten, are listed in the Torah and designated by rabbis as belonging to the poor. These categories illustrate the rabbis’ psychological astuteness, for in naming the categories of charity for the poor by these terms, they also described the types of people who commonly were destitute: the marginal, the overlooked, the forgotten, the separated, and the malformed or disabled. The association of the crop itself with the types of poor people serves as a reminder of their station, how easily they are dismissed and pushed to the “edges” of our consciousness and priorities, and of their need for our empathetic care.

In the giving of tzedakah, therefore, we can see from the earliest sources that more was intended than a material transaction. Empathy for the poor, sensitivity to who they are, their status in life, and the consciousness of the giver were all factors in the intention of the law.

Perhaps the most thoughtful treatise on the subject of tzedakah was written by Rabbi Moses Maimonides (1135-1204), known also by the honorific acronym of his name, Rambam. The title of his treatise is “Laws on Gifts for the Poor.” It is important to note that the title of his treatise implies a theological statement. What is quickly apparent when reading this treatise is that the gifts of tzedakah are not only the gifts of the farmer or even the person who puts a coin in the charity coffer. Rather, these are assumed to be God’s gifts to the poor, and human beings have the privilege of distributing wealth the way that God intended. Ultimately, it is assumed that “all wealth belongs to God,” and it is up to the members of the community to distribute the wealth as God sees fit.3 Beginning with agricultural, land-based produce and later evolving into monetary contributions, these sources of capital and sustenance are considered by Jewish tradition to belong to the poor from the start. Rather than an individual presuming ownership over some material good and then, as an act of benevolence, bestowing the food on a lowly person, the laws of tzedakah indicate that the poor own these gifts from God, and the giver is responsible for the stewardship of these material goods to their rightful owners.4 These are God’s gifts to the poor, and the members of the Jewish community have the privilege and responsibility of arranging the world the way that God intended so that the poor receive their due.


4. Meir Tamari makes precisely this point when he writes, “By these laws, the belief in divine bounty as a source of all wealth creates in Judaism a concept of stewardship, whereby part of that wealth is given to assist others… If people really believed that all their needs would be satisfied as a result of God’s mercy and providence, then they would not hesitate to share their wealth with others. Indeed, the refusal to share wealth with others is a denial of trust in God, a rejection of God’s merit as the provider of the needs of man, and an assumption that that wealth is the result solely of one’s work, ability, or luck.” Meir Tamari, The Challenge of Wealth (Northvale, New Jersey: Jason Aronson Inc., 1995), 147-149.
The presumption here, very different from attitudes toward welfare in our own day, is that both the poor and the owner of property have God-given rights. The poor are entitled to the food that God has given them, and the owner of property has the right to designate and transfer these gifts. These assumptions provide an almost “constitutional” foundation for the laws of tzedakah.

Moses Maimonides and His Work

Maimonides transformed the way people thought about Jewish law. For some time before him, Jewish scholars tried to glean the correct way of practicing Judaism from the Jewish Bible (the Tanakh) and from a veritable encyclopedia of Jewish legend and legal debate, the Babylonian Talmud, as well as other sources. Maimonides set out to codify Jewish law in a systematic and all-encompassing approach in his work, the Mishneh Torah. The title of the work, written in Hebrew, indicates his audaciousness as well as his greatness, as it literally translates into “a Restatement of the Torah.”

While the Mishneh Torah was met with great debate over its authority and its method, it has stood as one of the great legal works of Judaism. The Mishneh Torah shows the mind of a brilliant scholar who brought together hundreds of diverse and complex sources into a relatively easy-to-read manual that lists the mitzvot, the divine commandments, that Jews are to follow, regardless of whether or not they were directly applicable to Maimonides’ contemporary scene. Jews, while in exile from the Land of Israel, without political sovereignty, and without the Temple in Jerusalem, could not practice many of the laws, but Maimonides was not chiefly concerned with immediate applicability. Maimonides sought to systematize the whole of Jewish law as it originated in the Torah until his day.

Maimonides is also remembered for another great book, the Guide of the Perplexed. In this work, written in Judeo-Arabic, Maimonides attempts to reconcile the rational philosophies of his day with the Tanakh and Jewish tradition. Well-schooled in the thoughts of Aristotle and Plato as presented by Muslim thinkers, Maimonides sought to explicate Jewish beliefs in light of these rational systems of thought and show there was no contradiction between them. It is invaluable to compare this philosophical work with the Mishneh Torah. Not only does the Guide of the Perplexed provide a philosophical background for the Mishneh Torah, it also serves as a basis for comparison with the Mishneh Torah’s more speculative sections as well as an explanation of Maimonides’ theory of law. Every law, claims Maimonides, has a reason, and ultimately living in accordance with the law leads to the perfection of humanity.5

Sources for Maimonides’ Treatise on Gifts for the Poor

We can see this operating principle, that the law is rational and leads to the perfection of humankind, at work in “Laws on Gifts for the Poor.” In this section, found in the seventh volume of the Mishneh Torah, in the section called Zeraim or “Seeds,” which focuses on agriculture, Maimonides systematized the laws of charity as they are presented in the Tanakh and other sources. Maimonides collected and organized different passages of law pertaining to how the Jewish Bible instructs the Israelites to gather agricultural produce and leave aside certain amounts for the poor and other vulnerable members of society. The most relevant passages of Scripture concerning agricultural produce in the Land of Israel include the following:

When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of your field, or gather the gleanings of your harvest. You shall not pick your vineyard bare, or gather the fallen fruit of your vineyard; you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the LORD am your God. (Leviticus 19:9-10)

And when you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of the field, or gather the gleanings of your harvest; you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the LORD am your God. (Leviticus 23:22)

Every third year you shall bring out the full tithe of your yield of that year, but leave it within your settlements. Then the Levite, who has no hereditary portion as you have, and the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your settlements shall come and eat their fill, so that the LORD your God may bless you in all the enterprises you undertake. (Deuteronomy 14:28-29)

When you reap the harvest in your field and overlook a sheaf in the field, do not turn back to get it; it shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow -- in order that the LORD your God may bless you in all your undertakings. When you beat down the fruit of your olive trees, do not go over them again; that shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. When you gather the grapes of your vineyard, do not pick it over again; that shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. Always remember that you were a slave in Egypt; therefore do I enjoin you to observe this commandment. (Deuteronomy 24:19-22)
Maimonides looks to other parts of the Torah for non-agrarian methods of charity as well. Among these biblical sources, he refers to the following:

If, however, there is a needy person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that the LORD your God is giving you, do not harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman. Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs… For there will never cease to be needy ones in your land, which is why I command you: open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your land. (Deuteronomy 15:7-8, 11)

If your kinsman, being in straits comes under your authority, and you hold him as though a resident alien, let him live by your side: do not exact from him advance or accrued interest, but fear your God. Let him live by your side as your kinsman. (Leviticus 25:35-36)

In addition to these sources as well as other passages in the Tanakh, Maimonides also relied upon other sources of Jewish law. It has been pointed out that in his introduction to the Mishneh Torah as well as in a letter to a fellow scholar, Maimonides claims his sources include the Mishnah, the Tosefta, the Babylonian and Jerusalem Talmuds, and the commentaries Sifra and Sifre. The Mishnah is a compilation of Jewish law redacted by the year 200 C.E., and the Tosefta is additional material of roughly the same time period as the Mishnah but not included in it. The main focus of relevant law in these sources was the tractate entitled, Péah, after the Hebrew word for the “edge” of the field mentioned in Leviticus 19:9 and 23:22. This tractate contains some of the earliest legislation based upon these biblical passages. For later material, Maimonides referred to the Babylonian Talmud for sources on charity, which serves as an elaboration and extension of most of the teachings found in the Mishnah.

However, it is interesting to note that the Babylonian Talmud does not contain commentary upon tractate Péah, the most relevant source of rabbinic law. However, commentary on tractate Péah may be found in the Jerusalem Talmud, a work produced in the Land of Israel of smaller and earlier scope than the Babylonian Talmud. Maimonides does not draw heavily from the Jerusalem Talmud in this treatise, nor does he explicitly cite much material from Sifra and

**Sifre**, collections of rabbinic interpretation on Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

It is chiefly for not citing the Jerusalem Talmud frequently that the scholar Rabbi Abraham ben David of Posquières (c.1120-1197) interjects some criticisms into the “Laws on Gifts for the Poor.” Rabbi Abraham ben David, most commonly known by the acronym of his name, Ravad, was one of Maimonides’ chief critics, and his commentary is customarily published alongside Maimonides’ elucidation of the law in the *Mishneh Torah.*\(^7\) With regard to this specific treatise, however, Ravad’s criticisms are relatively few in number, but summaries of his comments are provided in the annotations to the following translation to provide a legal counterpoint to Maimonides’ rulings.

A source of frustration in studying the treatise, as well as a challenge against the authority of the *Mishneh Torah* as a source of Jewish law, is that Maimonides did not explicitly cite his sources. While we know the volumes that he consulted for his decision-making, we do not know the precise passages. Sometimes Maimonides is clearly quoting another earlier, authoritative work, while at other times he is using his own reason. It is for this reason that a reader of the *Mishneh Torah* must, in the words of Abraham Cronbach, take an “elastic” approach to how Maimonides makes reference to earlier works of Jewish law.\(^8\) Even when Maimonides makes implicit reference to a well-known passage from the Babylonian Talmud or other work, he often does so with interpretation. Rarely does he cite something word for word. In addition, there are times when he clearly makes reference to a text that he did not list in his introduction. For instance, near the end of the treatise in 10:5, Maimonides quotes from Leviticus Rabbah 34:15, a collection of rabbinic interpretation that he did not mention as one of his sources, claiming that if one does not have something to give a beggar, one should at least speak to the poor person kindly. This gap could have come about for a variety of reasons, including that Maimonides could have simply failed to list an important work of Jewish teaching.

In the annotations of the following translation, one is invited to look at relevant sources and compare them to Maimonides’ writing, but there is rarely an exact correspondence. For the faithful Jew who is trying to figure out which is the correct practice to follow, the lack of explicit citations makes Maimonides’ decisions suspect. For the student of history and philosophy, however, this

---


8. Cronbach, 475. Cronbach also studied the work of scholars who in the past have tried to find all of Maimonides’ sources, including Joseph Caro (1488-1575) in the *Kesef Mishnah*, David ben Solomon ibn Abi Zimra (1479-1589), the citations of the Venice edition published by Giustiniani in 1550, and Joshua Boas in *Ein Mishpat* of the 16th century, and he found all of them lacking.
presents an opportunity to discover how Maimonides thought, especially when held in comparison with the *Guide of the Perplexed*.

It is precisely in comparison with the sources that Maimonides chose to cite as well as the passages that Maimonides chose to leave behind that we see his rationale and philosophy of Jewish law. Specifically, in comparing “Laws on Gifts for the Poor” to the *Guide of the Perplexed* as well as sources of Jewish law, we see that, for Maimonides, the practice of *tzedakah* was not only a method of bettering society but also a path of virtue.

**The Structure of the Treatise**

Before we make this comparison, let us first understand the form and content of Maimonides’ treatise on charity. If we examine the structure of “Laws on Gifts for the Poor,” we see that Maimonides wrote ten chapters on the subject. An outline of the treatise is as follows:

Chapter 1 -- An overview of the biblical laws of agricultural gifts for the poor: *péah* - the "edge" of standing crops, *leket* - "overlooked gleanings," *peret* - "separated fruit," *olélot* - "malformed grape clusters," and *shikhecha* - the "forgotten."

Chapters 2 & 3 – *Péah*.

Chapter 4:1-14 – *Leket*.

Chapter 4:15-16 – *Peret*.

Chapter 4:17-27 – *Olélot*.

Chapter 5:1-26 – *Shikhecha*.

Chapter 5:27 -- Concluding remark about all five categories in relation to *hefker* ("ownerless property").

Chapter 6 -- *Ma'esar Anî* ("the tithe for the poor").

Chapter 7 -- General laws of *tzedakah*: how much, from whom, and to whom.

Chapter 8:1-5 -- Pledges to *tzedakah* and laws of vows.

Chapter 8:6-9 -- Donations to the Jewish community and relations to the Gentile community.

Chapter 8:10-18 -- The redemption of captives.

Chapter 9:1-7 -- Contemporary institutions: the "charity coffer" and the "charity plate."

Chapter 9:8-19 -- Rules for collectors of *tzedakah*.

Chapter 10:1-6 -- Motivation to give and collect *tzedakah*.

Chapter 10:7-14 -- Eight levels of giving.

Chapter 10:15-19 -- Examples of the ideal ways of giving *tzedakah*. 
Maimonides claims that there are thirteen commandments from the Torah that apply to tzedakah. The first ten are five pairs derived from the previously cited biblical passages. The pairs consist of an injunction to leave behind certain agricultural produce for the poor and a complementary prohibition against the impulse to gather the produce. The categories of agricultural produce designated for the poor derived from the Torah total five: péah - the "edge" of the field, leket - "overlooked gleanings" that the farmer missed as he went through the field, peret - "separated fruit" of a vineyard consisting of a stem with one or two grapes, olélot - "malformed grape clusters" that one could not sell at market value, and shikhecha - the "forgotten" produce that the farmer left behind and remembered later. The categories of peret and olélot apply only to the vineyard while the category of leket applies only to the field. Péah and shikhecha apply to every situation. Maimonides, in the first five chapters of “Laws on Gifts for the Poor,” addresses these five categories, defining these terms legally and illustrating their practice as it would take place in the Land of Israel under Jewish law.

Some of the other questions Maimonides addresses, based upon traditional sources, in these first five chapters are: How much does the Israelite farmer need to leave? What qualifies as péah, leket, etc.? How do partners who own a field jointly follow the laws of charity? When and how is the produce distributed? How are certain kinds of produce, such as onions or olives, which do not fall neatly into the general categories of a field of grain or a vineyard, treated with regard to these laws? How do relations with non-Jewish neighbors affect these practices?9

In the sixth chapter, Maimonides deals with the tithe for the poor, ma’esar ani, as mentioned in Deuteronomy 14:28-29. In a seven-year cycle of tithes, the Torah instructs that in the third year a tithe be taken that is designated for “the Levite, who has no hereditary portion as you have, and the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow.” The stranger, the fatherless, and the widow, that is, the vulnerable members of society, came to represent the destitute. In this chapter, Maimonides illustrates the system of tithes and the distribution of the tithe for the poor.

In chapters seven, eight, and nine, however, Maimonides changes the focus of the treatise. Rather than focus upon the agrarian methods of charity as described

9. Several times in the treatise, it is noted that one gives produce to the poor of Gentiles “for the sake of peaceful relations.” (See 1:9, for example.) Elliot Dorff reminds us to “remember that until the twentieth century most Jewish lived in societies that were corporately organized, in which each ethnic or religious group within a nation had responsibility for dealing with its own internal affairs. Moreover, under Muslims and Christians, Jews were generally second-class citizens who had as little contact with non-Jews as possible. That Jewish law should require Jews to give charity to non-Jews at all – even if it is only for the political motive for maintaining peace – is, therefore, remarkable.” Dorff, 143.
in the Torah, Maimonides turns to later legal institutions that had direct relevance to his contemporary scene. Maimonides introduces institutions of charity that are mentioned in the Babylonian Talmud that apply to urban as well as agrarian situations. The three methods of distributing charity that Maimonides elucidates are begging, the charity coffer (kupah), which is a general fund that is distributed weekly to the poor, and the charity plate (tamchui), which is distributed daily. Some understand the tamchui to be the equivalent of today’s soup kitchen, that is, a daily distribution of food.10

With regards to begging, Maimonides describes the way and the amount one should give to beggars, including the principle found in the Babylonian Talmud (such as in Ketubot 67b) that one should fill a needy person’s lack, taking into account the dignity of his or her background. He explains that one is not obligated to make someone wealthy again, but he does imply that one who has fallen from a high station has special psychological needs.

Maimonides also describes in one passage the relevance of family and community ties to giving to the poor, explaining that closest family takes first priority, then extended relatives, then the members of one’s town, and so on.11

It should be noted that, in the biblical commandments regarding tzedakah, the individual is addressed. In the agrarian methods of setting aside grain and other produce for the poor, the individual Israelite is the central figure. In the chapters concerning the kupah and the tamchui, however, Maimonides turns the focus to the community as a whole. Maimonides describes public assistance to the poor as invented by the rabbis of antiquity and speaks of the obligations of the Jewish people as a group. As Isadore Twersky writes, “Tzedakah thus emerges as an individual obligation which is fulfilled corporately.”12


11. One might think that one need only take care of one’s own family and otherwise not give. Subsequent thinking of Jewish legal scholars have held that this is not what Maimonides intended. See Aaron Levine, *Economics & Jewish Law* (Hoboken: KTAV Publishing House, Inc, 1987, 117-118) where he summarizes some of the interpretations of this passage and points out that Rabbi Pinchas Halevi Horowitz (Germany, ca. 1731-1805, quoted in R. Moses Sofer, Hungary, 1762-1839, *Chatam Sofer, Yoreh De’ah*, 144) understands this hierarchy in prioritizing giving to be qualified by the urgency of need. A life-threatening emergency to a stranger overrides gifts to one’s family. Rabbi Yecheil Michel Epstein (Belorussia, 1829-1908, as cited in Levine, *Aruch Hashulchan*, op. cit. 251:4) understands Maimonides’ statement to indicate priorities in the amount given but not that one excludes a needy person. Finally, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein (New York, 1895-1986, as cited in Levine, *Iggerot Mosheh, Yoreh De’ah*, 144) claims that relative need is only applicable to public funds, but the private distribution of charity can be given in whatever manner the donor chooses.

12. Isadore Twersky, *Studies in Jewish Law and Philosophy* (New York: KTAV Publishing House, Inc., 1982), 117. See also Loewenberg, 120, where he writes, “It became more and
Maimonides also describes the duties of those who collect and distribute charity, both through the kupah and the tamchui. He sees their role as one of a trustee that makes determinations of fact. They decide what is best in any given situation of financial need and operate open to public scrutiny. At the same time, collectors of tzedakah must act confidentially in order to protect the dignity of those who receive tzedakah. He also makes explicit that, first and foremost, collectors and distributors of tzedakah need to be honest and competent.

Maimonides brings in relevant tangential subjects such as that a pledge to tzedakah is the equivalent of a legal vow and that other needs, including donations to a synagogue or the redemption of captives, must be considered and prioritized. This last subject, the redemption of captives, is meditated on at great length because of the seriousness of the threat to life by hostile ruling powers. A member or leader of the Jewish community could be held for ransom, and it was up to the generosity and the financial resources of the community to pay for their leader’s safe return. The laws regarding the redemption of captives indicate the precarious position in which the Jewish community occasionally found itself. It is telling that Maimonides only prescribes giving to the poor of Gentiles along with those of the Jewish community if this is “for the sake of peace,” that is, for sake of political expediency.

The Final Chapter: A Sermon

Finally, in Chapter Ten, Maimonides describes the ethics of giving charity, so that the final chapter reads more like a sermon than a code of law. Within the chapter, he gives four philosophical rationales for why Jews should give charity.

The first reason that stands out in Maimonides’ treatise on the poor is the integrity of one’s lineage. Maimonides clearly states that giving tzedakah is a basic characteristic of the Jewish people, inherited directly from Abraham. Without this aspect of generosity and compassion, one’s lineage becomes suspect. In Maimonides own words, we read:

We must be especially careful to observe the mitzvah of tzedakah, more so than any other positive mitzvah, for tzedakah is a sign of the righteous [tzadik] lineage of Abraham, our father, as it

more difficult for the biblical charity system to cope with the grown needs of the poor, a population whose numbers expanded markedly during the latter centuries of the Second Temple period. The charitable institutions that were based on individual initiative were no longer adequate… The communal poor relief scheme of urban sectarians…may have been the first example of a communal institution for the poor in ancient Judea… In time it became evident that the new societal conditions made it imperative to supplement individual efforts for the poor with communal institutions.”

xi
is said, (Genesis 18:19) For I have singled him out, that he may instruct his children and his posterity [to keep the way of the LORD] by doing what is just [tzedakah] and right... And if someone is cruel and without compassion, then his lineage is suspect, for cruelty is only found among the idolatrous nations, as it is said, (Jer. 50:42) They are cruel, they show no mercy. (10:1-2)

Charity, then, is basic to the essence of the people of Israel. Maimonides preaches that one cannot be Jewish without being charitable; Jewish identity and generosity are interdependent. It is for this reason that Maimonides also claims that

the throne of Israel is established and the religion of truth stands only on tzedakah, as it is said, (Isaiah 54:14) You shall be established through righteousness [tzedek]. (10:1)

In other words, Israel’s existence and authenticity depend upon their practice of charity. The act of charity and the value of righteousness are one and the same and form the basis for the religion. Not only that, but the integrity of the nation rests upon the charitableness of its citizens, or else Judaism will not be a “religion of truth.”

So important and basic is tzedakah to the Jewish people that Maimonides also claims that there will be no redemption without the practice of charity. In the first law in Chapter 10 he states:

And Israel will only be redeemed through tzedakah, as it is said, (Isaiah 1:27) Zion shall be saved in the judgment; her repentant ones, in justice [tzedakah].¹³

Without the practice of charity, Maimonides teaches, the Jewish connection to the past is suspect, its claims of truth in the present are falsified, and its future redemption is put in doubt. Maimonides thus begins the rationale for Jewish people to give tzedakah by claiming that it is so basic to Jewish tradition that without it, all else is lost.

After this lofty language, Maimonides then gives a second reason for giving charity that is more practical, and one might say desperate, in nature. This reason is kinship. Very simply put, the Jewish community needed to be self-sufficient because there was no one else to take care of the vulnerable members of the

¹³. The JPS translation here reads “retribution” instead of “justice,” but that would make the homiletical device confusing.
Jewish community other than the Jews themselves. A tie of kinship, therefore, was a connection of responsibility. As Maimonides says,

“All Israel and all who are associated with them are like brothers, as it is said, (Deut. 14:1) You are children of the LORD your God. And if a brother does not show compassion for another brother, then who will have compassion for him? And to whom can the poor of Israel look? To the idolatrous nations that hate them and pursue them? They can only look to rely upon their brothers.

In a very practical and immediate sense of need, then, without the value of kinship, the Jewish poor were doomed. If a Jew did not feel responsibility for another Jew as for a family member and did not provide support to vulnerable members of the Jewish community, they would be left exposed to the hostile ruling powers that cared nothing about whether a Jewish person lived or died.

As was noted earlier, the responsibility of kinship also applied within one’s own family as well as outside of it. Maimonides writes, “one should give sustenance to one's father and mother, for this is essential tzedakah. It is an important principle of tzedakah that a relative takes precedence [over another]” (10:16). Immediate family needed to be taken care of first. As for those who had no immediate family, such as widows and orphans, Maimonides makes special mention of how important it is to still consider them as kin so they do not get left behind (10:17).

Essential to this obligation that came with kinship was also a bond of empathy and compassion. Maimonides has only the harshest words for those who neglect their Jewish “brothers,” calling them “wicked” and “sinners” (10:3). He therefore explains that one should not only give tzedakah but one should do so in a sensitive way with kind words and a compassionate expression.

Anyone who gives tzedakah to a poor person with a scowl and causes him to be embarrassed, even if he gave him a thousand zuz, has destroyed and lost any merit thereby. Rather, one should give cheerfully, with happiness [to do so] and empathy for his plight, as it is said, (Job 30:25) Did I not weep for the unfortunate? Did I not grieve for the needy? And one should speak to him words of comfort and consolation, as it is said, (Job 29:13) [I received the blessing of the lost,] I gladdened the heart of the widow. (10:4)

With this description of how to give tzedakah and interact with the needy comes a passionate plea for empathy on behalf of the poor. Maimonides not only tells his
readers that, “it is forbidden to speak harshly to a poor person or to raise your voice in a shout, for his heart is broken and crushed,” (10:5), but he also threatens that one provokes God’s wrath by showing cruelty to the poor. Unkindness is paid back with unkindness. He writes:

The Holy One, Blessed Be He, is close to the cries of the poor, as it is said, (Job 34:28) *He listens to the cry of the needy.* Therefore, one needs to be especially sensitive to their cries, for they [the poor] have a covenant established [between them and God], as it is said, (Exodus 22:26) *Therefore, if he cries out to Me, I will pay heed, for I am compassionate...* Thus it says in Scripture, (Psalms 51:19) *God, You will not despise a contrite and crushed heart.* And it says, (Isaiah 57:15) *Reviving the spirits of the lowly, reviving the hearts of the contrite.* And woe to anyone who shames a poor person! Woe to him! Rather, let him be like a father to him, in compassion and in words, as it is said, (Job 29:15) *I was a father to the needy.* (10:3-5)

In the bonds of kinship, therefore, Maimonides does not simply say that compassion would be a nice characteristic in giving charity. Rather, God is intimately involved in the giving of *tzedakah* and is sensitive to how it is done. While not saying so explicitly, Maimonides seems to be invoking the ethic,* Love your fellow as yourself* (Lev. 19:18) to describe how the responsibility toward kin should be.

There is also a third overriding philosophical rationale found in this chapter in addition to integrity as a nation and the loving bonds of kinship, namely, that the act of giving *tzedakah* is one of virtue that ennobles the giver. Maimonides implies this belief in the elevating power of philanthropy in one of his most famous writings, the eight degrees of charity, where he illustrates the highest versus the lowest forms of giving charity and the levels in between. Maimonides’ eight levels of *tzedakah* are:

There are eight levels of *tzedakah*, each one greater than the other. The greatest level, higher than all the rest, is to fortify a fellow Jew and give him a gift, a loan, form with him a partnership, or find work for him, until he is strong enough so that he does not need to ask others [for sustenance]... One level lower than this is one who gives *tzedakah* to the poor and does not know to whom he gives, and the poor person does not know from whom he receives... One level lower is one who gives *tzedakah* and the giver knows to whom he gives but the poor person does not know...
from whom he takes... One level lower is when the poor person knows from whom he takes but the giver does not know to whom he gives... One level lower is to give to him with one's own hand before he can ask. One level lower is to give to him after he has asked. One level lower is to give him less than one should but with kindness. One level lower is to give to him begrudgingly. (10:7-14)

One explanation of these levels is that Maimonides and other Jewish scholars understood that “just as there were levels and degrees of aid, so were there levels and degrees of need. It is noteworthy, and perhaps not coincidental, that Maimonides identified eight levels of tzedakah, while a rabbinc interpretation notes that biblical Hebrew has eight words to denote the poor.” Maimonides’ hierarchy of tzedakah may have been a method of harmonizing opposing viewpoints in rabbinc literature. “Rather than present opposing views as contradictions, Maimonides placed these diffuse and often conflicting opinions as points on a spectrum. On one side is the altruistic donor who preserves the individuality and dignity of the person in need. On the other side is the self-serving or reluctant donor who must be cajoled into giving.”

We can see from this hierarchy that eliminating the need for charity by enabling a needy person to recover economic independence takes highest precedence. After this, when one is already in a situation in which charity needs to be given, giving anonymously, without the giver or the receiver knowing one

---

14. An obvious question is why does Maimonides claim that there are eight levels of giving and not some other number. While it would be premature to come to a definite conclusion, for the number could reflect personal inspiration, another possibility suggests itself from the Muslim world in which Maimonides lived. As reflected in the Islamic code of law, The Reliance of the Traveller by Ahmad ibn Naqib al-Misri (1301 – 1368), who lived in Cairo a century after Maimonides lived but who codified law that was in existence during Maimonides’ time, we see that there are eight groups of people who are worthy to receive “zakat,” that is, charity incumbent upon Muslims and one of the five pillars of Islam. See Ahmad ibn Naqib al-Misri, Reliance of the Traveller, translated by Nu Ha Mim Keller (Beltsville, Maryland: Amana Publications, 1994). The poor are divided according to Muslim law into eight categories of recipients who qualify to benefit from charity collected by the Muslim community. While the only connection between the two codes of law appears to be the number eight and the subject of charity, it is entirely possible that Maimonides, well aware of the basic practices of the Muslim world around him, may have found his inspiration from the Muslim community. Maimonides’ relationship to the Muslim community and its impact on his writing is well-known in terms of his philosophy but still needs to be investigated in terms of his theory of law.


16. Sherwin, 118.
another, is the best method for giving charity, as is ideally accomplished with the institution of the *kupah*, the “charity coffer,” a weekly collection where donations were put into a box and then distributed by a competent authority to the poor. If the anonymity of one party needs to be sacrificed, Maimonides would have the giver remain anonymous so that the poor would not know the giver’s identity and feel embarrassment in the giver’s presence and the virtue of the giver would be upheld. However, this would also indicate that the poverty of the recipient has become known. The lower levels uphold the virtues of generosity and compassion, but we can also note that even giving charity begrudgingly still counts as a form of *tzedakah*.

A final word must also be mentioned about the value that Maimonides holds for the dignity of each human being. Just as the practice of *tzedakah* ennobles the giver, so must the honor of the receiver be upheld. An expression Maimonides frequently uses is that the poor may not become embarrassed, but the Hebrew literally means that one’s face should not fall. In this spirit, Rabbi Solomon Schechter quotes the Babylonian Talmud *Berachot* 6b when he writes, “The degradation of the poor is pictured in various ways. ‘When a person has to take charity, his face changes color, in a manner similar to that of the *Kerum*’ – a certain bird which was supposed to have been found near the sea, and which, in sunshine, assumed various colors.” The face of the poor would literally blanche at the humiliation one might feel in taking *tzedakah* publicly.

Even in the cases of agricultural gifts for the poor as stated in the Torah, there is concern for the dignity of the poor, and this is emphasized by Maimonides throughout his treatise. The law states explicitly in Leviticus 19 that the poor should come and harvest the crop themselves rather than receive a handout. The prohibitions against harvesting all of one’s field, gleaning all of one’s crop, or gathering all that one might have forgotten (1:2, 4-5) do not just serve to inculcate self-restraint in the citizen; they also allow the poor the dignity of self-sufficiency.

Being self-sufficient, however, also must be complemented by being humble. Dignity is different than pride. Maimonides writes:

One should always strain oneself and endure hardship and not come to depend on others rather than cast oneself onto the community. Thus the sages commanded, "Make your Sabbaths into weekdays rather than come to depend on others." Even if one is wise and revered and becomes poor, he should engage in some kind of craft, even a menial one, rather than come to depend on others. Better to stretch leather from carrion than to say, "I am a

---

17. Schecter, 261.
great sage," [or] "I am a priest. Feed me." Thus the sages commanded. Great sages were splitters of wood, raisers of beams, drawers of water for gardens, iron workers, and blacksmiths rather than ask [for their living] from the community or accept anything when they gave to them. (10:18)

In this spirit, it is no wonder that the highest level of giving tzedakah is giving a loan or a job so as to prevent poverty before it happens and to protect someone from slipping downwards. Working for one's living is better than living off tzedakah.

Maimonides makes other references to the idea that the poor must be protected from humiliation, either by giving them work or by giving to them in secret. He deals directly with this scenario in the case of a poor person who could be asked to give tzedakah but has nothing to give and would be embarrassed in public if he was asked in front of others.

If a man who is of a generous mind gives tzedakah more than he should, or who afflicts himself and gives to the collectors so as not to be embarrassed, it is forbidden to make a claim of him or collect tzedakah from him. The collector who shames him or asks [for tzedakah] from him in the future will be punished, as it is said, (Jeremiah 30:20) I will deal with all his oppressors. (7:11)

The idea that the dignity of the poor must be protected is taken to an extreme in Jewish sources. Apparently based on the actions of Hillel in the Babylonian Talmud, Ketubot 67b, Maimonides claims:

One is commanded to give to a poor person according to what he lacks... Even if it was the custom of [a person who was rich but is now] a poor person to ride on a horse with a servant running in front of him, and this is a person who fell from his station, they buy him a horse to ride upon and a servant to run in front of him, as it is said, (Deut. 15:8) Sufficient for whatever he needs. (7:3)

The dignity of each person is so important that one should go to the extreme of treating royalty like royalty even when they no longer have the wealth of their status. This principle, derived directly from the Torah, is psychologically insightful to the fact that different people have different experiences, expectations, and needs and therefore require special treatment. Included in the values of integrity, kinship, and virtue is a belief in the respect due to each person made in the image of God.
Maimonides and Rabbinic Literature

Maimonides’ work on tzedakah did not occur in a vacuum. As was noted, much of his treatise is a compilation of existing rabbinic laws. The philosophy behind many of these laws also derives from rabbinic sources. For instance, the high priority Maimonides gives to the practice of tzedakah can be found in numerous sources, such as how God considers the poor to be close to Him. One source says, “When Israel asked God: ‘Who are Thy people?’ The reply was: ‘The poor,’ for it says, (Isaiah 49:13) For the LORD has comforted His people, and has taken back His afflicted ones [the poor] in love." As God’s close associates, treating them justly and kindly is of utmost importance. Another rabbinic saying has it that God accompanies the poor as they beg, and to stand in front of a poor person is to stand before God.19

In addition, we find precedents for Maimonides’ prescription that all Israel are duty-bound to each other as brothers in a remarkable story that contrasts how the rabbis perceived their pagan neighbors’ practices with their own practice of charity.

This question was actually put by Turnus Rufus to Rabbi Akiva: ‘If your God loves the poor, why does He not support them?’

He replied, ‘So that we may be saved through them from the punishment of Gehinnom.’

‘On the contrary,’ said the other, ‘it is this which condemns you to Gehinnom. I will illustrate by a parable. Suppose an earthly king was angry with his servant and put him in prison and ordered that he should be given no food or drink, and a man went and gave him food and drink. If the king heard, would he not be angry with him? And you are called "servants," as it is written, (Leviticus 25:55) For it is to Me that the Israelites are servants.

Rabbi Akiva answered him: ‘I will illustrate by another parable. Suppose an earthly king was angry with his son, and put him in prison and ordered that no food or drink should be given to him, and someone went and gave him food and drink. If the king heard of it, would he not send him a present? And we are called

---

18. Shemot Rabbah 31:5; translation taken from Exodus Rabbah (London: The Soncino Press, 1983). The language of other translations, whether lofty (“thee” and “thy”) or in the vernacular has been preserved, but transliterations have been altered for the sake of consistency.
"children," as it is written, (Deuteronomy 14:1) *You are children of the LORD your God.*

In this parable, the critical change between the Roman’s point of view and Rabbi Akiva’s is in viewing the people Israel as children of God. The parable implies that, while some might claim that poverty is a divine punishment, it is not the place of human beings to judge another because they are poor but rather to obey the commandment to help them. If all Israel are children of God, that makes each member of Israel a sibling, united in kinship. This idea can also be found in the Torah itself, in that the poor person is called “brother.”

This is but one example; Maimonides writes from a large tradition of Israel regarding themselves as kin and responsible for one another.

As for the idea that the highest level of charity takes the form of a gift or a loan, even to the point where it is permissible to deceive someone too full of pride to accept *tzedakah*, we find this point of view in the case of Rabbi Yonah.

Rabbi Yonah, when he saw a person of a respectable family who had lost his money and was ashamed to take charity, used to go to him and say to him: ‘As I have heard that you have come into an inheritance somewhere abroad, I offer you this article, and when you are in better circumstances you will give it me back.’ At the same time when he gave it to him he would say to him: ‘I have given it to you as a gift.’

As for the lowest end of the eight levels of charity, we may understand why Maimonides chose to put giving charity begrudgingly or with harsh words at the bottom. A general rabbinic principle regarding *tzedakah* is “the reward of charity depends entirely upon the extent of the kindness in it.” Without kindness, the deed loses merit.

However, we learn just as much about Maimonides’ philosophy of *tzedakah* from what he includes as what he leaves out. Maimonides clearly rejects some notions in rabbinic thought. For instance, a very common belief found in the Babylonian Talmud and elsewhere that Maimonides does not cite anywhere in this legislation is that *tzedakah* has a magical effect of protecting one’s life. In Proverbs 10:2 we read, *Tzedakah (charity/righteousness) saves from death.* Many

---

21. Leviticus 25:25, etc.
23. Babylonian Talmud Sukkah 49b, as explained in Twersky, 120.
passages in the Babylonian Talmud explore this adage through the use of parables. It is such a popular notion that it is included in the liturgy of the High Holy Days, where *tzedakah* is counted among those things that “avert God’s decree.”

Maimonides, however, deliberately leaves this proverb and its parables out of his treatise.

One can understand why Maimonides left out these references when one looks at the parables themselves. One of the places where we see the Talmud explore this commonly cited proverb about charity is in the context of a debate about astrology. Some rabbis argued that the planets decree the destiny of individuals, while others claimed that the planets have no control over the people of Israel. Rather, it is the practice of *mitzvot* that determine a Jew’s destiny. Thus we have the following story:

From Shemuel too [we learn that] Israel is immune from planetary influence. For Shemuel and Avlat were sitting, while certain people were going to a lake. Said Avlat to Shemuel: ‘That man is going but will not return, [for] a snake will bite him and he will die.’

‘If he is an Israelite,’ replied Shemuel, ‘he will go and return.’

While they were sitting he went and returned. [Thereupon] Avlat arose and threw off his [the man’s] knapsack, [and] found a snake therein cut up and lying in two pieces — Said Shemuel to him, ‘What did you do?’

‘Every day we pooled our bread and ate it; but to-day one of us had no bread, and he was ashamed. Said I to them, "I will go and collect [the bread]". When I came to him, I pretended to take [bread] from him, so that he should not be ashamed.’

‘You have done a good deed,’ said he to him. Then Shemuel went out and lectured (Proverbs 10:2): Tzedakah *saves from death*. And [this does not mean] from an unnatural death, but from death itself.

Here, we read a story about how, according to astrological projections, a man’s time to die had come, yet the practice of *tzedakah* saved him from death’s decree, extending his life beyond what he would have normally been destined to live. The Talmudic debate here centers around whether the planets control one’s destiny or something else. This passage of the Talmud implies that it is the practice of *mitzvot*, specifically *tzedakah*, which impacts a Jew’s fate due to the


25. Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 156b.
providence of God, and not any other power. A passage with a similar philosophy pertaining to this proverb comes from another part of the Babylonian Talmud:

It has been taught: Rabbi Yehudah says: Great is charity, in that it brings the redemption nearer, as it says (Isaiah 56:1), thus said the LORD: Observe what is right and do what is just [tzedakah]; for soon My salvation shall come, and my deliverance shall be revealed.

He also used to say: Ten strong things have been created in the world. The rock is hard, but the iron cleaves it. The iron is hard, but the fire softens it. The fire is hard, but the water quenches it. The water is strong, but the clouds bear it. The clouds are strong, but the wind scatters them. The wind is strong, but the body bears it. The body is strong, but fright crushes it. Fright is strong, but wine banishes it. Wine is strong, but sleep works it off. Death [which is the ultimate in sleep] is stronger than all, and charity saves from death, as it is written (Proverbs 10:2), Tzedakah saves from death.26

In this passage, Rabbi Yehudah preaches the rewards of tzedakah based upon a quotation from the prophet Isaiah. He then goes into a long chain of elemental forces in a person’s life, the penultimate of which is death. However, even death is trumped by the act of tzedakah, which, it was believed, prolonged the giver’s life in divinely ordained ways.

While stories and passages such as this one are numerous,27 one more story from another source in a colorful translation by Judah Goldin will further illustrate the popularity of this belief.

There was once a saint who was habitually charitable. One time he set out in a boat; a wind rose and sank his boat in the sea. Rabbi Akiva witnessed this and came before the court to testify that his wife might remarry. Before he could take the stand, the man came back and stood before him.

“Art thou not he who went down in the sea?” Rabbi Akiva said to him.

“Yes,” he replied.

“And who raised thee up out of the sea?”

27. See also other stories and passages in the Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 10a-b as well as Rosh Hashanah 16b, for example.
“The charity which I practiced,” he answered; “it raised me out of the sea.”

“How dost thou know this?” Rabbi Akiva inquired.

He said to him: “When I sank to the depths of the sea, I heard the sound of a great noise of the waves of the sea, one wave saying to the other and the other to another ‘Hurry! And let us raise this man out of the sea, for he practiced charity all his days.’”

Then Rabbi Akiva spoke up and declared: “Blessed be God, the God of Israel, who hath chosen the words of the Torah and the words of the Sages, for the words of the Torah and the words of the Sages are established forever and unto all eternity. For it is said, (Ecclesiastes 11:1) Send your bread forth upon the waters; for after many days you will find it. Moreover, it is written, (Proverbs 10:2) Tzedakah saves from death.”

There could not be a more fantastic story than this one of the magical powers of giving tzedakah, where even the waves of the ocean rush to the aid of a philanthropic man and deliver him, just in time, from death and then the dissolution of his marriage. According to this way of thinking, one should give tzedakah, even if it is a financial hardship, because it will pay off enormous spiritual dividends. As one scholar put it, “Material wealth is for this world. Tzedakah is for the soul.”

As the belief of heavenly reward was so popular and quoted so often in this context, it is impossible that Maimonides was not aware of it and was not familiar with the belief that the giving of tzedakah supernaturally prolongs one’s life and saves one from danger. In fact, Maimonides cites other passages from the Babylonian Talmud near these stories. We can then assume that Maimonides deliberately left out references to this belief in his own work on the practice of tzedakah.

We can understand why Maimonides left out these tales of the supernatural rewards for practicing tzedakah when we remember that Maimonides is a rational philosopher who does not believe in astrology or that one should fulfill a commandment for the sake of a providential reward. For Maimonides, “the Law as a whole aims at two things: the welfare of the soul and the welfare of the body. As for the welfare of the soul, it consists in the multitude’s acquiring correct opinions corresponding to their respective capacity… As for the welfare of the

body, it comes about by the improvement of their ways of living one with another.”

The law, therefore, teaches people true beliefs and gives civilization its moral integrity. Specifically, the “Laws on Gifts for the Poor” teach society to have “pity for the weak and the wretched, giving strength in various ways to the poor, and inciting us not to press hard upon those in straits and not to afflict the hearts of individuals who are in a weak position.”

The effects of fulfilling these commandments outside of these purposes, for Maimonides, are irrelevant. Giving tzedakah, therefore, may or may not affect one’s own situation in life. Maimonides points out, for instance, that one’s material wealth or the wealth of one’s family can come and go, irrespective of how much charity one has given. “For one who is rich today will be poor tomorrow, or his descendants will be poor; whereas one who is poor today will be rich tomorrow, or his son will be rich.”

Thus the tales from the Babylonian Talmud or elsewhere about tzedakah’s personal rewards in heaven seem to Maimonides to miss the point. A reward is incidental; one’s virtue and the dignity of others are of central concern.

**The Mishneh Torah Compared to the Guide of the Perplexed**

Although understanding rabbinic literature that preceded Maimonides gives us insight into his philosophy of tzedakah, we can understand Maimonides’ rationale from the relevant passages he authored in the *Guide of the Perplexed*.

Maimonides’ philosophy of tzedakah is revealed in a description of the cosmos. In a section dealing with God’s providence, we learn that the universe is comprised of a series of powers or spheres, each one in turn exerts its influence on the next until the effects finally reach the earth. The source of this power is God, who, through inexplicable and natural existence, generously overflows to the closest sphere, and then so on through a chain reaction down to the realm of human beings. In an analogy on this point, Maimonides compares the human heart, which Maimonides understood to be the seat of the intellect, to God’s role in the universe. Just as the heart governs the body, so does God govern the universe. God is like an inexhaustible and never-diminishing fountain of goodness and wisdom and overflows itself to the farthest reaches. This overflow, for Maimonides, becomes a model for generosity in the practice of tzedakah. In his own words, Maimonides says:

---

Know that in this comparison that we have established between the world as a whole and a human individual, there is a discrepancy... the ruling part of every living being possessing a heart is profited by the ruled parts; the profit deriving from the latter accrues to it so as to be useful to it. There is nothing like this in the universal being. For to no being, the governance of which overflows or confers a force does any profit accrue in any respect from that which is ruled by it. For its giving the gifts it gives is like the giving of gifts on the parts of a generous and superior man who does it because of the nobility of his nature and the excellence of his disposition, not because of hope of a reward: this is to become like the deity, may His name be exalted.34

In attempting to compare the generous overflow of God to the universe and the way the rational power of a human being governs the body, Maimonides draws a distinction. God’s overflow is utterly and completely giving, and God receives absolutely no benefit from the goodness that pours forth from Him. The heart, however, benefits from a well-managed and healthy body. To illustrate this, we are asked to imagine a human being so noble that generosity naturally occurs to him. He gives of himself because of his nature, not because of some reward. In so doing, he imitates God’s generosity.

Maimonides uses this illustration in another part of the Guide as well. Maimonides asks us to imagine an individual who has enough wealth for a residue to be left over from it sufficient for the enrichment of many people, so that this one may give a measure of it to another individual through which this second would also become rich, while a residue is left over from it that suffices for the enrichment of a third individual. The case of being is similar. For the overflow coming from Him, may He be exalted, for the bringing into being of separate intellects overflows likewise from these intellects, so that one of them brings another one into being.35

The distribution of wealth is compared to God’s providence over creation. Just as one person enriches another, so does God’s influence create intellectual powers that ultimately manifest themselves in the human realm.

34. Guide I:72, 192. Italics mine.
Furthermore, Maimonides claims at the end and climax of the *Guide* that the ultimate purpose of the law is to enable someone to attain increasing levels of perfection, to raise one up to a level in which one can generously and powerfully affect others. He claims that there are four types of perfection, the first of which is the “perfection of possessions – that is, of what belongs to an individual in the manner of money, garments, tools, slaves, land, and other things of this kind.” The second type of perfection is that of “the individual’s self, being the perfection of bodily constitution and shape.” The next type of perfection that Maimonides claims is higher in value than the previous two is “the perfection of moral virtues. It consists in the individual’s moral habits having attained their excellence. Most of the commandments serve no other end than the attainment of this species of perfection.” Finally, “the fourth species is the true human perfection; it consists in the acquisition of the rational virtues…this is in true reality the ultimate end; this is what gives an individual true perfection, a perfection belonging to him alone; and it gives him permanent perdurance; through it man is man.”36

Maimonides, through the tradition of Judaism, would have us all ascend through the levels of perfection to the ultimate state of contemplating God’s truth. Through the practice of Jewish law, one ascends against the current of the divine overflow to higher levels of wisdom. The *mitzvot*, by inculcating moral virtues, enable us to make this ascension. Similarly, for Maimonides, the laws pertaining to charity not only have the utilitarian purpose of addressing the problem of the destitute, but they also have the quality of ennobling humanity with virtue. They teach one to become more like God through imitating God’s level of generosity.

In fact, *tzedakah* is one of the three core values that Maimonides implores us to act upon and imitate in God’s likeness along with loving-kindness and judgment.37 Maimonides is just as concerned with the virtues inculcated into the giver as he is with protecting the vulnerable and giving food to the hungry. Indeed, in the giving of *tzedakah* both the giver and the receiver are lifted up to a higher level of perfection by the practice of charity. The receiver is able to go further along the way toward fulfilling the lower levels of perfection, the perfections of possessions and bodily health, and the giver is ennobled by imitating God’s graciousness. Indeed, Maimonides believed, not only as a philosopher but also as a physician, that one cannot seek after God if one is physically deprived or suffering. *Tzedakah* elevates both parties, the giver and the receiver, in the transaction.

In fact, there is a direct link at the conclusion of the *Guide* that ascending in perfection is connected to ascending in giving. Part of the goal in giving *tzedakah* is to overcome material want in society. As one attains wisdom, as well,

Maimonides claims that one overcomes physical needs. Maimonides addresses this in the context of how the body and its appetites can be an obstacle to the growth of the intellect. He writes,

The philosophers have already explained that the bodily faculties impede in youth the attainment of most moral virtues, and all the more that of pure thought, which is achieved through the perfection of the intelligibles that lead to passionate love of Him, may He be exalted. For it is impossible that it should be achieved while the bodily humors are in effervescence. Yet in the measure in which the faculties of the body are weakened and the fire of the desires is quenched, the intellect is strengthened, its lights achieve a wider extension, its apprehension is purified, and it rejoices in what it apprehends. The result is that when a perfect man is stricken with years and approaches death, this apprehension increases very powerfully, joy over this apprehension and a great love for the object of apprehension become stronger, until the soul is separated from the body at that moment in this state of pleasure.38

Maimonides, here, addresses the process of maturing and approaching death, and as one overcomes the “effervescence” of one’s youth, one is able to attain more wisdom. Maimonides also claims, however, that as the body’s hold over the mind weakens, the pleasure of wisdom increases. One might conclude, then, that the body’s hunger or exposure to the elements, which are consequences of poverty, would create further obstacles in obtaining the path toward perfection. Poverty only increases “the fire of the desires.” In providing for someone’s physical needs, a giver of tzedakah enables another to overcome the body’s distracting demands and concentrate on “pure thought.”

We can better understand, then, why “Laws on Gifts for the Poor” contains a hierarchy of the kinds of charity in its final and climactic chapter. The eight levels of tzedakah reflect the four levels of perfection. Maimonides would like us to ascend through the hierarchy of giving just as he would want us to climb up to higher levels of human perfection. The goal appears to be to become a giving person, whether this means to become someone who gives material sustenance to others or one who overflows with wisdom and governance.

“Laws on Gifts for the Poor,” therefore, reflects Maimonides’ quest for human perfection as well as the duty to help others on their path towards the contemplation of God’s truth. The treatise reflects a philosophy of giving in order

to bring oneself and others to a higher state of being. By organizing and explaining these laws, Maimonides is similarly giving to others by sharing his wisdom. The laws are organized in an easy format to understand, and the rationale behind each is explained. Tales of the rewards for the practice of charity are glossed over while Maimonides stresses the benefit and usefulness of the law for civilization. The integrity of Israel depends upon the practice of tzedakah, and one’s responsibility to one’s kin takes on life-saving importance. Ultimately, the virtues of tzedakah are preached to the reader, inspiring one to greater moral improvement, climbing to a higher level where one tries to imitate God’s ways. We are to ascend to better levels of giving just as we ascend to the highest contemplation of the truth of God.

What follows is an annotated translation of “Laws on Gifts for the Poor.” Annotations for Maimonides’ sources are included so the reader can compare previous tradition with Maimonides’ understanding. Similarly, the criticisms of Ravad are also cited for the reader’s interest. While these laws have universal interest, the gender bias of referring to the average Jewish person to whom these laws are applicable as “he” and “him” has been preserved, as has any references to God in the masculine. It is better to understand the original thinking of the sources with their prejudices rather than color them over.

Additional tools, such as a listing of important passages from the Torah, a glossary of technical terms, and a list of the texts and their editions can be found after the translation. All texts were taken from Torah Educational Software Inc., Bar Ilan’s Judaic Library Version 5, 1972-1997.
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Laws on Gifts for the Poor - Introduction

Maimonides begins the treatise with a list of all of the relevant mitzvot (divine commandments), dividing them between positive commandments, which are injunctions, and negative commandments, which are prohibitions. All of these are derived directly from the Torah (see the Introduction as well as Appendix I). The first eleven mitzvot refer to agricultural produce and are organized in complementary pairs, beginning with an injunction to leave one kind of produce for the poor and a prohibition against taking it. The effort of restraint is matched with the action of giving. The eleventh commandment refers to the tithe for the poor which is part of the system of tithes that the rabbis derived from the Torah.

The last two mitzvot deal with giving tzedakah in general and apply to an urban scene as well as an agricultural one. They also form a complementary pair, speaking of the action of restraint in not hardening one's heart in one's attitude toward the poor as well as the action of giving generously. Maimonides' list of the commandments is thus clear, organized, and balanced, taking into account the positive and the negative, moving from the literal words of the Torah and the time when Israelites lived in the Land of Israel to the more immediately relevant commandments dealing with his contemporary situation. This list outlines the organization of the entire treatise.

The laws of gifts to the poor. Included in this category are thirteen mitzvot [divine commandments], seven positive mitzvot [actions that one should do], six negative mitzvot [actions that one should not do], and this is how they are individually: 1. To leave the edge of the field. 2. Not to gather it completely. 3. To leave the overlooked gleanings. 4. Not to collect the overlooked gleanings. 5. To leave the malformed grape clusters of the vineyard. 6. Not to strip the vineyard bare. 7. To leave the separated fruit of the vineyard. 8. Not to glean the separated fruit of the vineyard. 9. To leave that which was forgotten. 10. Not to return and take that which was forgotten. 11. To set aside the tithe for the poor. 12. To give as much tzedakah [charity] as is within one's power. 13. Not to harden one's heart against the poor. The following chapters contain an explanation of these mitzvot.
Laws on Gifts for the Poor Chapter 1

This chapter provides an overview of the biblical laws of agricultural gifts for the poor. Maimonides begins this introductory chapter by defining produce designated for the poor in a general fashion, and he provides more technical definitions further on as each kind of produce is taken up in turn. Also described here is the process of positive and negative mitzvot alluded to in the previous list of the relevant commandments to the topic of "gifts for the poor." Specifically, these are all commandments that, if the owner of a field transgresses the prohibition against gathering certain kinds of produce, he may still escape liability by giving from other areas of produce, often to his increased cost.

The names of the gifts for the poor, given by the rabbis of the Talmud, offer psychological insight into the nature of poverty. They include péah, indicating the "edge" of the field, leket, the "overlooked gleanings," peret, the "separated fruit," principally of grapes, olélot, the "malformed grape clusters," and shikhecha, the "forgotten" sheaf of the field. It is perhaps no coincidence that the names of the produce given to the poor allude to the kind of people who happen to commonly be poor: those living on the "edge" of society, the "overlooked," the "separated," frequently the "malformed," and often the "forgotten." The names of the produce for the poor remind the giver of the marginalized members of the community.

1. One who reaps his field should not reap the whole field entirely but rather he should leave a little bit of standing grain for the poor at the edge of the field, as it is written, (Lev. 23:22) You shall not reap all the way to the edges of the field. It is the same whether one is reaping [with a tool] or plucking [by hand], and that which is left is what Scripture refers to as péah [the "edge"].

2. Just as one must leave [some standing crops] in the field, so too when one gathers the fruit of trees, one should leave a little for the poor. If he does transgress [the negative mitzvah against harvesting one's field completely] and reaps all the field or gathers all the trees' fruit, he should take a little from what he reaped or gathered and give it to the poor, for giving it is a positive mitzvah [divine commandment], as it is said, (Lev. 23:22) You shall leave them for the poor and the stranger. Even if the standing grain is ground, kneaded, and baked...
into bread, the one who gives from it is considered to have given *péah* to the poor.\(^1\)

3. If all of his produce that he reaped was destroyed or burned before he gave *péah*, he deserves punishment [with lashes], for he has transgressed a negative *mitzvah* and cannot fulfill the positive one [to rectify the situation], for the opportunity has been taken from him.\(^2\)

4. And so it is with *leket* [overlooked gleanings] as one reaps and binds, one may not gather the fallen stalks at the time of reaping, but rather one should leave them for the poor, as it is said, (Lev. 23:22) *Or gather the gleanings of your harvest*. If one transgresses [the negative *mitzvah* against reaping one's field completely] and reaped them and even kneaded and baked them, one should give them to the poor, as it is said, (Lev. 23:22) *You shall leave them for the poor and the stranger*. If it is destroyed or burned after one has gleaned but before one has given to the poor, one deserves punishment.

---

1. That is, the first part of the verse, (Lev. 23:22) *You shall not reap all the way to the edges of the field*, corresponds to the prohibition against reaping all of the field, and the second part of the verse, *you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger*, corresponds with the injunction to give the food to the poor, no matter what form it is in or how far it has been processed. "Leaving them for the poor and the stranger," therefore, actually indicates actively giving.

2. See Babylonian Talmud Makkot 16b. Punishment, according to the rabbis of the Talmud, usually took the form of lashes, where the offender was whipped across his or her back, based upon Deuteronomy 25:3. Because no one was ever to receive more than forty lashes, the standard number to be received was thirty-nine or less if that is what the offender could bear. Negative commandments were usually punished with lashes while positive commandments were not, but in this case, the commandments not to gather certain agricultural produce involve negative commandments whose transgression could be made up for by fulfilling positive commandments. In this case, it is only when the opportunity to fulfill the positive commandment is also lost and the situation cannot, therefore, be rectified in any fashion that punishment is incurred. This rabbinic understanding of liability also applies to the next two laws.
5. And so it is with *peret* [separated fruit] that fell from the vine at the time of harvesting and with *olélot* [malformed grape clusters], as it is said, (Lev. 19:10) *You shall not pick your vineyard bare* [te olél] *or gather the fallen fruit* [uferet] *of your vineyard; you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger.* So also with one who stacks sheaves and has forgotten a sheaf in the field. This person may not recover it, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) *And overlook a sheaf in the field, do not turn back to get it.* If one does transgress [the negative mitzvah against picking up a forgotten sheaf] and gleans and even grinds and bakes, this one still must give to the poor, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) *It shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow.* This is a positive mitzvah. Thus you learn that all these mitzvot are negative which are transformed into positive mitzvot, and if one does not fulfill a positive mitzvah, one deserves punishment.

6. Just as it is with forgotten sheaves [shikhecha, the "forgotten"], so it is with standing grain. If one has forgotten a portion of standing grain, one may not harvest it. It is for the poor. And just as with forgotten produce and their products, so also with forgotten fruit of trees altogether, as it is said, (Deut. 24:20) *When you beat down the fruit of your olive trees, do not go over them again.* So it applies to all other types of trees.

7. Thus we have learned of four gifts to the poor concerning the vineyard: *peret* [the "separated fruit"], *olélot* [the "malformed grape clusters"], *péah* [the "edge"], and *shikhecha* [the "forgotten"]. [We learned] three gifts concerning produce: *leket* [the "overlooked gleanings"], *shikhecha*, and *péah*. And [we learned] two concerning trees: *shikhecha* and *péah*.

---

3. Each one of these verses is two-fold; one part corresponds to the prohibition against gleaning or picking all of a crop while the other part is the injunction to give food to the poor. Each one of the gifts for the poor involves two acts: one of self-restraint and one of giving.

4. With regard to trees, however, there are exceptions, such as with carob trees. See 3:21.

5. See Babylonian Talmud Chullin 131a-b. Maimonides offers a different way of organizing categories of "gifts for the poor," based on applicability. The categories of *peret* and *olélot* apply only to the vineyard while the category of *leket* applies only to the field. *Péah* and *shikhecha* apply to every situation.
8. With regard to all of these gifts to the poor, owners may not derive any benefit from them, but rather the poor come and take them regardless of the owner's wishes. Even if he [the farmer] is one of the poor of Israel, they take them from his possession.⁶

9. Any "stranger" that is mentioned [in Scripture] with regards to the gifts for the poor can only refer to a convert, for it states regarding ma'aser sheni [the second tithe], (Deut. 14:29) Then the Levite...and the stranger...shall come. Just as a Levite is a member of the covenant, so also the stranger is a member of the covenant. Nevertheless, we do not prevent the poor of the Gentiles from these gifts. Rather, they may come along with the poor of Israel and take them for the sake of peaceful relations.⁸

10. It is mentioned regarding gifts for the poor, (Lev. 19:10, 23:22) You shall leave them for the poor and the stranger, [that is to say] each time the poor have a

---

⁶ See Babylonian Talmud Chullin 131 a-b. Even if the farmer is poor, he is still obligated to give to the poor as a member of the community. This principle that all may give is taken up again in Chapter 10, with the provision that collectors of tzedakah may not cause any public embarrassment to a poor person.

⁷ Literally, "worshipers of the stars" or idolators.

⁸ See Mishnah Gittin 5:8, Babylonian Talmud Gittin 61a, and Tosefta Gittin 3:13. Doing something "for the sake of peaceful relations" was ultimately a political reason, where a member of the community would act so as to avoid conflict with others, principally Gentiles. The Jewish community, which was often at the mercy of a hostile ruling power, needed to act so as not to provoke the authorities against them. See later in this treatise in 8:6-8, and also 10:2, where Maimonides states refers to the ruling powers' relationship with the Jews as "the idolatrous nations that hate them and pursue them." It has already been noted in the Introduction that giving to the poor of another ethnic or religious group was remarkable for that time.
claim on them [these gifts], when they have ceased to desire and return after them, the remainder is permitted to anyone, for it is not in and of itself sanctified like gift-offerings [which belong only to the Temple in Jerusalem]. Nor is one obligated to give their value's worth, for it does not say, "give them to the poor" but rather you shall leave them [for the poor]. It is not a mitzvah to leave them for wild animals and birds but rather for the poor, and these [animals] are not "the poor" [but rather they should be used by people].

holding away

9. Giving to the Temple in Jerusalem was a different kind of giving than giving to the poor including any kind of consecrated property or sacrifice, such as a gift-offering. Property became sanctified when the donor said a pledge to that effect and was immediately efficacious, and the use of the property other than for the Temple was prohibited.

10. See Babylonian Talmud 134b, where it says that we leave food for people and not for “ravens and bats.”

11. See Mishnah Péah 7:2 and 8:1.
he may take them, even though he still may not take the forgotten olives from beneath the tree that the poor have not yet ceased to go through].

12 Maimonides follows an established tradition of dividing a tree in half between top and bottom (see Mishnah Gittin 5:8). The top includes those olives that would need to be beaten down with a stick while the bottom includes those that can be reached by hand. A tree, therefore, cannot be categorized under the requirement of being harvested all at once. In addition, olives left on the ground are like other produce in that, once they have been left behind by their owner, the poor may claim them, and after the poor have gone through them, they are available to anyone. The olives that were not beaten down from the top of the tree, however, depend upon the time of year before they can be considered abandoned by their owner. He bases this upon both Mishnah Péah 7:2 and 8:1. Ravad of Posquieres, however, takes issue with this, also citing Mishnah Péah 7:2 for a different rule that states that as soon as the olives underneath are deemed to be forgotten so, too, are the olives above. This is reiterated in the Jerusalem Talmud, Péah 7:2, with the added explanation that even if the olives below may be remembered by the owner and not deemed to be forgotten, the olives above are deemed forgotten as soon as the worker has gone through with a harvesting rod and beaten down all that he wanted. In addition, Ravad claims that "underneath" need not only apply to that which is on the ground but actually on the lower branches of the tree, and he also cites the part of a Mishnah that says that if the tree has more than two seah of olives on it, then this clearly could not have been forgotten by the owner because it is too large a quantity. Ravad therefore understands that the status of whether or not the olives qualify as shikhecha depends entirely upon the actions and intentions of the owner and not the time of year.

13. The gifts for the poor that are in the field of which the poor have not claimed belong to the owner, even if the poor have not ceased from going through their gifts.

14. All of these gifts for the poor as they are in the Torah only apply to the Land of Israel, like gift offerings and tithes. Thus Scripture says, (Lev. 19:9, 23:22) When you reap the harvest of your land, [and] (Deut. 24:19) When you reap the...
harvest in your field. [But] it has already been explained in the Talmud\textsuperscript{14} that the category of \textit{péah} applies outside of the Land of Israel from rabbinic law, and it appears to me that it makes sense for the remaining types of gifts for the poor to all apply to outside of the Land of Israel from rabbinic law as well.\textsuperscript{15}


dלַכֶּה מִכָּמָה אָשֶׁר שָׂרֵי הַמַּקְיָר, מֵהֶנָּה רָאִית, אִלַּי יְשִׁיר, אַפְּיָלִי עָחוּר עָלֵיהֶם, הָאָשֶׁר אֵין לָהֶם שָׁוָא, אֵין לָהֶם מְעֹרָב. מַהְרֵי הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה מָשָׁמָה בַּיִם בָּאֲרוֹן, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לַפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה וְלִפְרֶד וּרְבּוֹתֵי לָפֶרֶד וּרְבּוֹתֵי מְשָׁמָה, נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא שְׁאוֹר מַמְּשָׁמָה בִּיוֹתֵר, שֶׁבָּא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד וְלִפֶּרֶד וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה, נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא מְשָׁמָה בִּיוֹתֵר, שֶׁבָּא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא שָׁוָא, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא שָׁוָא, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא שָׁוָא, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה. נַפְשָׁה שֶׁהוּא שָׁוָא, אוֹמְרוּ קָלָא הָאָשֶׁר מַסְמָה לְאָלָם נַפְשָׁה וְלִפֶּרֶד מְשָׁמָה.

15. How much is the [minimum] measure of an "edge" portion? From the Torah there is no [minimum] measurement. Even if one left one stalk, one is free from one's obligation, but from rabbinic law it is not less than one-sixtieth whether in the Land of Israel or outside, and one increases over and above one-sixtieth according to the size of the field, the number of poor people, and the blessing of sowing. How so? If a field is exceedingly small and one leaves from it one-sixtieth, it does not benefit a poor person. Thus in this case the measure is increased. And so if there are a great deal of poor people one adds [to the measure], and if the sowing is very little and nevertheless one took in a great deal because one was [unusually] blessed, one increases what one gives according to the abundance of the blessing. Anyone who adds to the measure of the \textit{péah} portion increases his reward [by God], and there is no [maximum] measure to this added benefit.\textsuperscript{16}

14. See Babylonian Talmud Chullin 137b.
15. See Mishnah Kiddushin 1:9. In this law as well as the next, Maimonides makes a distinction between laws that are from the Torah itself and rabbinic rulings. While laws from the Torah are more directly authoritative, the laws of the rabbis rest on the authority of a tradition of sacred interpretation and were considered just as binding as the laws of the Torah. Indeed, some rabbinic laws carried very severe punishments for their transgression to discourage challenging their authority. The rabbinic law seeks to clarify the intent of the Torah, filling in the gaps that the Torah does not make clear. In this instance, the location of where these laws are in force in the Jewish community and the minimum amount that needed to be given are details lacking in the Torah that the rabbis fill in.
16. See Mishnah Péah 1:1-2. The first line of Mishnah Péah reads, "These are the things for which there is no definite quantity: \textit{péah}, first fruits, the festival offering upon appearing in the Temple, deeds of lovingkindness, and the study of Torah." Taken literally, this means that the Torah does not prescribe a limit in the application of this duty. The implication, however, is that there is no prescribed definite quantity for the reward of following these commandments, as Maimonides makes clear in this law. In addition, one is supposed to be as generous as possible.
The next two chapters deal with the details of the category of péah. Maimonides, after laying out an overview of the laws of agricultural "gifts for the poor" in the first chapter, now goes back and begins to define and explicate each category one by one. Péah is the most general category and thus gets the most scrutiny. Many of the details described here also apply to the other categories of produce. Beginning with the twelfth law, Maimonides makes explicit some of the basic methods of distributing “gifts for the poor” and alludes to the basic rights of both the poor person and the owner of the field.

1. Anything (1) that people eat, (2) that is raised from the soil, (3) that is supervised, (4) that is gleaned all together at once, and (5) that is put into storage is subject to the giving of the péah portion, as it is said, (Lev. 19:9, 23:22) When you reap the harvest of your land.17

2. Anything to be harvested that shares these five characteristics is liable for the giving of the péah portion, such as produce, legumes, carob, nuts, almonds, pomegranates, grapes, olives, dates whether dried or fresh, and such, but woad [a plant that is harvested for blue dye] and rubia [a plant that is harvested for red dye] and similar things are exempt because they are not edible. So also with morils and truffles [which are kinds of mushrooms] because they are not raised from the soil like other produce of the earth. So also is property that has been appropriated by the court ["ownerless property"] exempt, for there is no specific person to supervise it, for it was appropriated for all. So also are figs exempt because they are not picked all at once but rather there are some that are ready on one day and some a few days later. So also are herbs exempt, for they are not put

17. See Mishnah Péah 1:4 as a source for this definition.
into storage. Garlic and onions [however] are liable for giving of *péah*, for people dry them and put them into storage. So also are the shoots of onions liable for the giving of *péah*, for they are put in the ground in order to get their seeds, and so also with similar things.\(^\text{18}\)

3. Cultivated land of any kind is liable for the giving of *péah*, even if it is owned in a partnership, as it is said, (Lev. 19:9, 23:22) *When you reap the harvest of your land*, even if it is land owned by many.

4. A field that was harvested by Gentiles for themselves, or one that was harvested by bandits, or one that was chewed down by ants,\(^\text{19}\) or one that was laid low by the wind or cattle is exempt from the giving of *péah*, for the obligation of *péah* is on things still standing.\(^\text{20}\)

5. One who harvested half [of his field] and then bandits harvested the other half that remained is exempt [from giving *péah*], for the obligation was to come from the half that the bandits harvested. But if the bandits harvested half and then the owner came back and harvested the remaining half, he gives *péah* according to the measure of what he harvested. If he harvested [the first] half and sold [the second] half, the one who took [what he sold] gives *péah* (for all). If he harvested [the first] half and dedicated [the second] half to the Temple, the redeemer, [who

---

18. See Mishnah Péah 1:4-5. Maimonides adds a great deal to the Mishnah, but he follows the same principle: food for the poor included basic kinds of food that were processed in the usual way under regular processes and supervision. In addition, the food also needed to be able to be conserved for future consumption as a matter of practical interest and to avoid waste. Luxury items, such as figs and herbs, which required special care, were exempt, but garlic and onions, which do not require special care and can be harvested like a regular crop, are not. It is also interesting to note that the principle of conservation also extends to the shoots of onions, implying that the poor might participate in the processes of planting and harvesting on land of their own.

19. Some texts read "camels," but as this is based upon Mishnah Péah 2:7, "ants" is what was intended.

20. However, see law 2:10 of this chapter where the Gentiles are not robbers but hired workers.
takes it] from the possession of the treasurer, gives *péah* for all.\textsuperscript{21} If he harvested [the first] half and redeemed it, he leaves *péah* from what remains as is appropriate for all of the crop.

6. In the case of a grape-harvester who has a field from which he takes grapes to sell in the market and the remainder he intends to leave for the wine press, if the grape-harvester took the grapes to the market a bit from here and a bit from there, then the grape-harvester gives *péah* from what he left for the wine press according to the measure of what was left. But if the grape-harvester took the grapes to the market all from one side of his field, then he should give *péah* from the remaining grapes according to the measure of the entire vineyard because one who harvests grapes all from one side of his field is not like a grape-harvester who by chance takes a little bit from here and a little bit from there, who, in that case, is exempt. So also this applies to one who plucks parched ears of corn bit by bit and brings them into his house.\textsuperscript{22} Even if he plucks his entire field this way, he is exempt from *leket*, *shikhecha*, and *péah*.\textsuperscript{23}

7. One who harvests his field before it has ripened, that is, it has not yet ripened one-third of the way, it [this field] is exempt, but if it was one-third of the way ripened, it [the field's produce] is subject to *péah*. So also with the fruit of trees that if it is one-third of the way ripened, it [the fruit] is subject to *péah*.

8. One who sanctifies corn [and redeems it] while it is still standing [and not yet harvested] owes *péah*. If the treasurer harvested it and afterwards he [the owner] redeemed it, it is exempt, for at the time of the obligation of *péah* the crop was sanctified and [therefore] he does not owe *péah*.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{21}See Mishnah Péah 2:7-8. There is no *péah* obligation for anything dedicated to the Temple.
\textsuperscript{22}This is apparently different because this is for consumption in the home.
\textsuperscript{23}The fourth qualification was that produce be gleaned all at once, like an ordinary crop, and not like a home garden for personal consumption. These instances present ambiguities in this area.
\textsuperscript{24}See Mishnah Péah 4:7.
9. A Gentile who harvested his field and afterwards converted is exempt from *péah*, *leket*, and *shikhecha*, even though *shikhecha* can only be owed during the time of carrying the sheaves home [when he would have been considered a Jew].

10. One should not hire Gentile workers for harvesting because they are not familiar with the laws of *leket* and *péah*, but if one hired them and they harvested everything, then the owner still owes *péah*.

11. A landowner who harvested his field and did not leave *péah* should give *péah* from the harvested sheaves to the poor, and he does not need to tithe it. And if he gave them the majority of his harvest in the name of giving *péah*, he is exempt from tithes. So also this applies if he threshed his produce but still did not bundle it, he must give *péah* before he has tithed. But if he threshed and bundled with a winnowing shovel and a winnowing fan and thus finished all of his labor, he tithes and then gives [péah] to them from the tithed produce according to the measure of what is fitting for that field. So also does this apply to produce from trees.

For the remainder of the chapter, Maimonides addresses what might be termed the "constitutional" rights of both the owner of the field and the poor person in that these rights are believed to be given by God. The assumption underlying all of the gifts for the poor is that these are God's gifts to the poor and not the gifts of the owner of the field. Therefore, the poor have a claim to certain kinds of produce even before the owner of the field physically gives it to them.

27. See Mishnah Péah 1:6. While the situations described here are different from that of the Mishnah, the ideas seem to be related. The system of tithes is described in Chapter 6. See also Babylonian Talmud Bava Kama 94a.
The poor are entitled to be fed because, according to this thinking, God has given them this food, and the owner of the field is God's steward in this transaction. The owner of the field must perform this duty in as transparent and easy a fashion as possible, free of deception or intimidation, no matter how tempting the produce or its profits might be. If the owner of the field fails in this duty of giving the poor their due, he has essentially stolen another's property (see below in 4:10).

On the other hand, just as the poor have a right to certain kinds of food, the owner of the field has the right to designate and transfer this property. The relationship of both parties, the owner of the field and the poor person, is determined by their relationship to God, and it is God who has the ultimate authority in giving out the land and its produce to whomever God wishes.

12. One should only leave péah from the end of one's field so that the poor know the place they are to go and so that it is known to the passers-by, so they will not suspect anything. This is so because there are liars who intend to harvest the whole field who could say to those who see him harvesting the end of the field, "I left my due from the beginning of the field." And moreover [this applies so] he will not wait until a time when no one is around and leaves [his due] to his poor relative. But, if he transgressed and left péah from the beginning of the field or from the middle, this still counts toward [the total amount of] the péah portion. However, he still needs to leave the rest [of his due] from the end of the field so as to fulfill the fitting measure of péah after he has separated the first part.28

13. A landowner who gave péah from one side to the poor, and they say to him, "Give to us from that side," and he gave to them from that other side, both portions count as péah. So also with a landowner who separates his portion for

28. See Tosefta Péah 1:7 and Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 23a-b. This law speaks to the transparency of the system of giving to the poor and fighting corruption. Also illustrated here is a principle of what should be in theory versus accepting something not scrupulously done after the fact.
péah and said, "This is péah and so also is this," or he said, "This is péah and this;" both of them count toward the péah portion.  

14. It is forbidden for workers to harvest all of a field unless they leave at the end of the field the appropriate area for giving péah, and nothing is given to the poor at all until the landowner separates it for that purpose in full knowledge. Therefore, for a poor person who sees péah at the end of the field, it is forbidden for him to labor in it because it would be considered as theft until he knows for certain that this is the intention of the owner.  

15. The péah portion of grain, legumes, and similar plants that are harvested, and so also with the péah portions of the vineyard and the trees, [the produce of] which is directly connected to the ground which the poor must pull up with their hands, they [the poor] may not harvest them with scythes and may not uproot them with spades so that one does not strike another. If the poor people want to divide up the produce among them [rather than on a first-come, first-serve basis by pulling with their hands] then they may divide it up, but if ninety-nine [out of a hundred] say to divide it and one says to pull it up with their hands [on a first-come, first-serve basis], they heed the one, for he spoke according to the law.  

16. In the case of the péah portion that is given from suspended vines or from
date palm trees [that are up high] that the poor cannot reach to pick without great risk, the landowner must bring the food down and divide it up evenly among the poor people. If they want to [go up and] pick it themselves, they may do so. But even if ninety-nine [out of a hundred] say to pick them and one says to divide them, they heed the one, for he spoke according to the law, and the landowner is obligated to bring the produce down and divide it among them.  

17. At three times of the day they divide up the péah portion in the field for the poor or leave it for them to pick: at dawn, at noon, and at mincha, and they do not leave anything for the poor person who does not come at these times so that there is a set time for the poor to gather together and take [what they need]. Why was there not only one set time during the day? Because there are nursing mothers who are poor who need to eat at the beginning of the day, there are poor children who do not stir during the morning and do not arrive to the field until noon, and there are old people who cannot arrive until mincha.

18. If a poor person takes his portion of péah and throws something on the remainder, falls on it, or spreads out his garment on it [as an act of claiming it], they fine him and take him away and they even confiscate what he took from him and give it to another poor person. So also with leket and so with shikhecha.

33. See Mishnah Péah 4:1-2, 4. In both this and the previous passage, there is a conflict with what might be easier and even more reasonable versus the literal letter of the law. Because the law is understood to be holy, there must be unanimous consensus to accomplish the goal of distributing this produce in a fashion different from the literal method.

34. Late afternoon.

35. See Mishnah Pêah 4:5.

36. See Mishnah Pêah 4:3.
19. If someone took the *péah* portion and said, "This is for so-and-so, who is poor," if he [the taker] is poor, then he can take it on his own merit and thus have it for so-and-so, but if he [the taker] is a wealthy person, he may not have it, but rather he must give it to the next poor person who appears.\(^{37}\)

37. See Mishnah Péah 4:9.

20. When a landowner leaves *péah* for those poor people who stand [in a line] before him, and another poor person comes up behind him and takes from it [the pile of produce to be given out], he [the poor person] may keep it [even though he acquired it unfairly], for no one possesses *leket* or *shikhecha* or *péah* or even a coin that was found until it is in his hand [and without possession those standing in line have no legal claim to it as their property].\(^{38}\)

38. See Tosefta Péah 2:2.
Laws on Gifts for the Poor Chapter 3

Maimonides continues to explicate the laws of pēah, focusing on the task of defining what constitutes a "field," things that may or may not divide a field, and the complications of joint ownership and liability. Maimonides also applies the laws of pēah to different kinds of orchards.

1. One does not leave pēah for one field from another field. How so? If a farmer had two fields, he may not harvest one entirely and leave pēah of the second one in proportion for both of them, as it is said, (Lev. 23:22) You shall not reap all the way to the end of your field [singular]. He should leave pēah of each and every field as is fitting for it. If he leaves [pēah] for one field from another, this does not count as leaving pēah.

2. If one has a field that is sown all with one type of crop and a river flows through the field, even though it may not be flowing [that is, it is a stagnant body of water], or it is [merely] a channel of water so wide that one cannot harvest what is on both sides all together and the channel is continuous and permanent, then this is as if there are two fields and one gives pēah from one for itself and the other for itself. 39

3. So also a private road that is at least four cubits wide or a public road that is at least sixteen cubits wide form a partition [between the two parts of the field]. In the case of a private path which is less than four cubits 40 or a public path that is

39. For this law through number seven of this chapter, see Mishnah Péah 2:1-2. Water always divides a field into two because one cannot harvest the crop all together.
40. Ravad objects saying that a private path must be at least four cubits wide in all cases in order to form a partition, otherwise it may merely serve as access between vineyards and fields and not really a road for those passing through.
less than sixteen cubits, if it is in regular use during both the dry and the rainy season, then it forms a partition, but if it is not in regular use during the rainy season, it does not count as a partition, and this is considered to be one field [all year round].

41. In other words, year-round used paths that are less than the minimum width constitute a partition between the fields, but paths not used part of the year do not constitute a partition. See Mishnah Bava Batra 6:7.
in the case, however, of a different kind of crop going down the middle, any quantity of land serves as a partition.

5. If locusts consumed [the crop] or ants devoured it down the middle, if the farmer ploughs the land that they ate, then this forms a partition [and each side is considered a separate field].

6. One who plants on a land with hills so that the entirety of it [the field] is uneven, so there are peaks and valleys, even though one is unable to plough it entirely and to sow it as one but harvests the peaks by themselves and the valleys by themselves, then this is [still] considered to be one field, and one leaves péah for the field at the end of the hilly region for all the hills.

42. Maimonides claims that if one has a small, narrow field and wants to divide it into two even smaller fields, if one leaves a portion of uncultivated or simply ploughed land in between two parts of this thin field, then this serves as an adequate partition so long as the two parts are at least three furrows wide and can still be considered a field each in its own right. If, however, the field is not long and thin but larger, the divider itself must be larger, at least as large as an area in which a quarter of a kav of seed might be sown (approximately 100 square cubits). Ravad, however, points out that this is not in accordance with what is written in the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 2:1. There it describes two approaches to dividing a field with fallow or ploughed land. In that source, the sage Rav says that a field may be divided by a section of land large enough to require a quarter of a kav of seed, while Rabbi Yochanan says that the divider need only be three furrows in width. The Talmud goes on to explain that these approaches do not contradict each other, only that Rav defines the divider in terms of total area while Yochanan defines the divider in terms of width, and one could say that a divider of three furrows width is fifty cubits by two cubits, thereby satisfying Rav's measurement. Ravad clarifies that Rav's approach easily pertains when dealing with a very large field, that if one has a square section of 100 square cubits or more of uncultivated or ploughed land in the middle of a very large field, then this can serve as a divider. Yochanan's approach is applicable to the more common scenario of having either a large or a small field where one has a thin strip of land dividing it. Ravad's implication is that Maimonides has confused which measurement goes with which field, that the long, thin field that is fifty by two cubits is the divider and not the total field.

43. See Tosefta Péah 1:8.
7. If the land forms steps and they are ten handsbreadths high, one leaves péah for each and every terrace, but if the beginnings of the rows are mixed together [and then the land separates into steps], one gives from one level for the entire area. If they are less then ten handsbreadths high, regardless of whether the beginnings of the roads are mixed together, one gives from one level for the entire area. If there is a rock that runs through the entire field, if one has to unhitch the plough [from behind the animal in order to get the plough] from one side of the rock over to the other side, then this forms a partition, but if it does not [jut out this way] then it does not form a partition.

8. If one sows a field in which there are trees, even if there are plots of land between the trees but the crops are not mixed in between, one gives péah from one section for the entire field, for it is obvious that this is a single field but because of the location of the trees, the crop was divided.

9. In what situation does this apply? When there are ten trees on an amount of land large enough for one séah of seed, but if among ten trees one can sow more than a séah of seed, then one gives péah for each and every plot, for the trees are spread out and it is not because of the trees that the crop is in different plots.

44. In agriculture, this is a common terrace. The land is cultivated to look like large steps down a hillside.
45. See Tosefta Péah 1:12.
46. See Mishnah Péah 3:1.
47. The issue here is whether or not trees can act as dividers that same way rivers can. Maimonides claims that it depends on the density of the number of trees on the land. Citing Mishnah Péah 3:1 and the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 3:1, Ravad objects that this is not the approach of the sages. In fact, there is a dispute between the Schools of Hillel and Shammai on this point. Those of Hillel state that a plot of land with grain sown in between trees is treated as one field, while Shammai say that the trees act as dividers and the grain in between the trees is divided into separate plots. However, both acknowledge that if the trees are scattered so there is a large space for the grain in between the trees, this is treated as one field, and if there are many trees in a small space, then the trees act as a divider. The point of disagreement comes with the measure of ten trees on an amount of land large enough for one séah seed. Those of Hillel seem to say that this is treated as one field, while those of Shammai say that this is sufficient for a divider. Maimonides follows the rule of Hillel. Ravad, however, states that the Jerusalem Talmud teaches us that the formation of the trees determines
10. So also with plots of onions, that between vegetables one gives *péah* for all the onions, even if the vegetables form divisions between them and one places them in different plots.\(^{48}\)

11. In the case of a field that is sown entirely with one type of crop, when certain patches of it begin to dry [and ripen] and [the farmer] uproots and plucks what has dried from here and there leaving the fresh [unripe] crop in separate patches far from each other [so that they appear like separate fields], if this is the usual way for people to sow this kind of crop in separate beds, such as dill or mustard, then he should leave *péah* from each and every plot, for anyone who sees would say that they were sown in beds.\(^{49}\) But if this is the kind of crop that people sow in fields, such as grain or legumes, then he gives *péah* from one patch for the whole crop.

12. In what situation does this apply? When there is dried [ripe] crop on either side and fresh [unripe] crop in between, but if the fresh [unripe] crop is here and there and the dry [ripe] crop is in between, one leaves [*péah*] from the dried [ripe] crop for itself and from the fresh [unripe] crop for itself separately.\(^{50}\)

\(^{48}\) See Mishnah Péah 3:4.

\(^{49}\) See Mishnah Péah 3:2.

\(^{50}\) Ravad objects strongly, saying that Maimonides has confused two separate, albeit similar, subjects, and Maimonides does not rule in accordance with Jewish law. According to Ravad, Maimonides has confused the law of what happens when one reaps the ripe portion of a field down the middle and thereby creates two separate fields of unripe grain on either side (as taught by Rabbi Akiva in Mishnah Péah 3:2) with the issue of a farmer who plucks casually from here and there in his field and thereby leaves patches behind. As expounded in the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 3:2 attributed to Rabbi Meir in accordance with Rabbi Akiva, if one
13. In the case of a field sown with onions, beans, peas, or similar items, if one's intention was to sell part of it fresh in the market and leave part of it to dry for storage, one is obligated to leave *péah* for that which one sells fresh separately from that which one harvests dry.\(^{51}\)

14. If one who sows his field with one type of crop, even if he can make two store-chambers\(^{52}\) out of it, he leaves *péah* for it as one unit. If he sowed two types of crops, even if he can only make one store-chamber out of it, he gives *péah* for each type of crop separately.\(^{53}\)

15. If one sowed two types of seed for one kind of crop, such as having sowed two types of wheat or two types of barley, if one makes one store-chamber out of it, then he should give *péah* for it as one unit. If he makes two store-chambers, then he should give two portions of *péah* [one from each]. This is the law of Moses at Sinai.\(^{54}\)

---

\(^{51}\)See Mishnah *Péah* 3:3.

\(^{52}\)"Store-chamber" is one definition and is used here for the sake of consistency and known to the common reader. "Threshing floor" is another definition and may be more precise in this context.

\(^{53}\)See the first part of Mishnah *Péah* 2:5.

\(^{54}\)See Mishnah *Péah* 2:5-6. The expression "the law of Moses at Sinai" indicates an established tradition not derived explicitly from the Torah.
16. Brothers [who are business partners, probably because of their inheritance] who separate [and dissolve their partnership] need to give two portions of péah [one apiece]. If they come back together as partners, they give one portion of péah. If partners harvest half of a field and then separate, the one who took the harvested portion does not set aside anything [for péah], and the one who took the standing grain sets aside [péah] for the half he took alone.\(^\text{55}\) If they came back and became partners again, and harvested the other half in their partnership, each of them sets aside [péah] from his portion of standing grain over against the portion of his partner's standing grain, but he does not [set aside péah] over the portion that was previously harvested.\(^\text{56}\)

17. In the case of a field, half of which became one-third of the way ripe and half of which did not, so he [the farmer] began to harvest the half which had begun to ripen and completed harvesting only that half. Then after some time the whole remaining part of the field [that was not ripe at all] became one-third of the way ripe and then he completed harvesting the first part. He should then set aside péah from the first section on the intermediate section [that is, for the first section he harvested, he sets aside péah for the whole first half of the field that had become one-third of the way ripe] and on the intermediate section from the first and the last [that is, on the second half that became one-third of the way ripe, he sets aside péah for the entire field].

18. In the case of one who sells from different places [a bit from here and a bit from there] in his field to many people, if he [eventually] sold the entire field [this way], each one of the buyers must give péah for the lot that they took. But if the

\(^{55}\) A qualification for péah is that it is still standing.

\(^{56}\) See Mishnah Péah 3:5.
owner of the field began to harvest it, having sold part and kept part, the owner of the field must give péah for the entire field, for when he began to harvest it he became liable for all of it. But if he sold part of it first, the one who takes must set aside [péah] from what he took and the owner of the field from what he kept.  

In a field of trees, the only thing that can form a partition is a fence tall enough to separate the trees, but if there is a fence separating the lower part of the trees and the branches and the crowns of the trees are entangled up above, touching one another over the fence, then this counts as one field, and one gives péah [in one portion] for it all.  

Two people who took [produce] from [different branches of] one tree give [together] one portion of péah. [But if one] took from the north [of the tree] and the other from the south, then each gives péah from his portion separately.  

In the case of carob trees [which grow very tall with a great deal of space in between them], all that someone standing on one side [of the field] with another standing on the other side [of the field] can see counts as one field and one gives one portion of péah for them all. If the two sides can see [trees] in between them but they cannot see each other [through the trees], one tithes by dividing the trees in between in proportion to each side, but he may not set aside [péah] from one side [of the field] all the way to the other [side, as if it is one large field].

57. See Mishnah Péah 3:2. Maimonides' ruling is at variance from the Mishnah.
58. See Mishnah Péah 2:3.
59. See Mishnah Péah 3:5.
60. Referring to Mishnah Péah 2:4, Ravad raises an objection. Whereas Maimonides rules that people must be in sight of one another through the carob trees to form one unit, Ravad claims that it is not the people who must be in sight but the trees themselves. The Mishnah states that carob trees that are all in sight of one another are counted as one unit as far as the giving of
22. In the case of olive trees, all trees located on one side of the city, such as the west of the city or in its entirety, or to the east, count as one field, and one portion of *péah* [is given] for all.

23. When one harvests grapes partially from different patches of his vineyard in order to lighten the vine so that the remaining space in between the clusters widens, it is called "thinning." We have already explained\(^61\) that one who harvests grapes all from one side is not thinning and therefore must give *péah* for the whole crop, regardless of whether he takes them to market [instead of saving them for wine]. But if he thinned out the vines in order to sell [those grapes] in the market, he does not need to give *péah* for that which he thinned out. But if the grapes that were taken in the thinning out were brought into his home, then he gives *péah* from the remainder that he left to be stamped [in the wine press] as due for the whole crop [including the ones he brought into his house].\(^62\)

---

*péah* is concerned because of the great height of carob trees. That is, one who climbs up the tree counts the other carob trees that are in sight, regardless of fences in between them, and this constitutes one group of trees. Carob trees, like sycamores, are in a special category because of their height, as seen also in Mishnah Bava Batra 2:11, where it states that one cannot plant a carob tree near a well because of the way it spreads out (presumably with its roots as well as branches).

\(^61\)See 2:6.

\(^62\)See Mishnah Péah 3:3.
Laws on Gifts for the Poor Chapter 4

After having explicated the laws of péah, Maimonides now considers the other categories of "gifts for the poor" one by one, beginning with leket ("overlooked gleanings"). In trying to define what is considered "overlooked," Maimonides makes clear that stray stalks or sheaves of grain that fall by the wayside during the normal motion of using a scythe fall into this category. Produce for the poor results from the norms of human behavior and not the exceptions. Furthermore, if the owner of the field fails to give the poor their due, he may still make up for it by donating harvested produce but in a costlier fashion.

1. What is considered leket? That which falls from within the scythe at the time of harvesting or that which falls from within one's hand while gathering sheaves that one is about to harvest. And this means one or two stalks that fall, but if three have fallen as one bunch, they belong to the owner of the field. And that which falls after the scythe or from behind the hand, even if it is only one stalk, [is also the owner of the field's] and is not considered to be leket.63

2. If one is harvesting by hand without a scythe [and it is usual to use a scythe to harvest], that which falls from within the hand is not leket, but as for one who picks things [and this is the normal manner to gather them], when they pluck them and something falls from under the hand, then this is leket. If one was harvesting or picking something for which it is usual to be plucked by hand and had harvested an armful or had picked a handful and then a thorn stuck him and it fell from his hand to the ground, then this [remains] the household owner's [and does not count as leket].64

63. See Mishnah Péah 4:10. In other words, any stray stalks that are missed through the normal motion of using a scythe, so long as they do not fall in bunches of three or more and therefore would normally be picked up by the harvester belong to the poor.

64. See Mishnah Péah 4:10.
3. If one harvested and there remained one stalk that was not harvested but all around it was harvested, if its end was even with the standing grain that was on the side and it is possible that it will be harvested with the standing grain, then this is the owner of the field’s, and if not [that is, it is not close enough to the standing grain to be harvested with it when the reapers come through again,] then this belongs to the poor.\(^ {65}\)

4. If there were two stalks side by side [next to standing grain], and the one on the inside could be harvested with the standing grain and the outside one could be harvested with the inside one but could not be harvested with the standing grain, the inside one is saved [from being leket] and in turn it saves the outside one [from being leket],\(^ {66}\) for while it is similar to that which falls within the scythe, nevertheless it still has not been harvested [and therefore it is not leket]. And stalks that are covered by the stubble [so that they cannot be seen easily] belong to the owner of the field.\(^ {67}\)

5. If the wind scatters the sheaves [that are set aside as leket], and they became mixed in with the harvested grain that belongs to the owner of the field, they estimate according to the size of the field how much leket is appropriate to be provided, and he gives to the poor accordingly because this is a matter of forces beyond his control. How much is the measure [for estimating]? It is four kavim of produce for every bet kor.\(^ {68}\)

\(^ {65}\) See Mishnah Péah 5:2. These will be harvested in the normal course of things.

\(^ {66}\) See 5:21 and Mishnah Péah 6:8.

\(^ {67}\) See 5:3 and Mishnah Péah 5:7.

\(^ {68}\) See Mishnah Péah 5:1. In today's terms, according to the calculations found in the tables by Haim Herman Cohn, 'Weights and Measures in the Talmud,' *Encyclopedia Judaica* 16 (Jerusalem: Keter Publishing Company Ltd., 1972), four kavim would equal approximately 3.7 kilograms for every 4.3 acres which would produce about 2,750 kilograms, or only .1%. This is very small. However, in the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 5:1, Rabbi Zeira challenges this measurement and claims that the minimum amount should be four kavim for each area that
6. If leket fell to the ground and the poor did not glean them and then the owner of the field came and bundled his harvest from all that was on the ground [including the leket left there], what is he supposed to do? He rolls his bundle over entirely to another place, and all the stalks which touch the ground [on the outside of the bundle] are for the poor because it cannot be known which was leket, and gifts for the poor that are in doubt are deemed to be for the poor, as it is said, (Lev. 19:10, 23:22) Leave [them for the poor], that which is left before them from your property.

7. And why do they not estimate [how much he should give in the preceding situation] and let him give to the poor that which is appropriate to become leket? Because he transgressed [the negative mitzvah against gathering overlooked gleanings] and bundled the leket, [so therefore] they fine him [with this costlier method]. Even if he did so by accident, even if the leket were barley and he bundled wheat, even if he called out to the poor and they did not come, and even if others bundled it for him without his knowledge, all that touches the ground is for the poor.

8. If one needs to irrigate his field before the poor glean the leket that are in it, if not irrigating would result in more damage [to the owner] than the loss of the leket [would do to the poor], then watering is permitted, but if the loss of the leket produces a kor of grain, which would make more sense. Indeed, there is a dispute in the Jerusalem Talmud about different kinds of measuring and whether or not this leaves enough for the poor. The question that this brings up is whether or not this minimum amounts that one needs to give as gifts for the poor are of significance. Clearly they once were, but their equivalents in today's measurements are ambiguous.

69. This method leaves a much greater quantity for the poor.

70. It is better to err on the side of generosity than on the side of selfishness. See Babylonian Talmud Chullin 134a.
[for the poor] is greater than his loss, then it is forbidden to irrigate.⁷¹ If he [the owner] gathered all the leket and laid them against a fence [before he irrigated] so the poor person could come and take them, this is holding oneself to an extreme measure of piety.⁷²

If he gathered all the leket and laid them against a fence before he irrigated, the poor could come and take them, this is holding oneself to an extreme measure of piety.

9. As for the seeds that are found in ant holes, if the holes are located within the standing grain, they belong to the owner of the field and not to the poor, for they are placed within the standing grain, but if they are in a place that has been harvested, then these belong to the poor, for perhaps they were buried from leket. Even though a seed might appear black [from having been there long time], they do not say that it is from the year that has passed [and therefore belongs to the owner], for leket that are doubtful are deemed to be leket [and are given to the poor].⁷³

10. If a stalk of leket became mixed with a bundle [for the owner], then he separates two stalks and declares over one of them, "If it is leket then it is for the poor and if it is not leket then it is for tithes," for the obligation on one of the stalks is connected with the second stalk. He then goes back and gives the second stalk [to the poor], thus giving one of them to the poor and the other for tithing.

⁷²Maimonides indicates that going to this extent to fulfill the commandment is going above and beyond the necessary requirements and effort. In another place in the Mishneh Torah, "Laws on Attributes," 1:4-5, Maimonides considers this level of observance extreme and not necessarily praiseworthy. Whereas the "wise person" lives a balanced life in moderation, the "pious" live in unnecessary and often dangerous extremities.
⁷³See Mishnah Péah 4:11. See also the previous law 4:6.
11. A man may not hire a worker on the condition that his [the worker's] son glean after him [and thus guarantee that there will be no leket], but one who is betrothed to him [the worker], or a tenant, or if he [the owner] sold his standing grain to his partner to harvest, then his son may glean after him [because these people are in need themselves]. And the worker may bring his wife or his children to glean after him, even if his wages equaled half the value of the harvest or a third or a fourth.\textsuperscript{74}

12. One who does not permit the poor to glean or who permits one but prevents another or who assists one of them rather than another is considered a robber of the poor.\textsuperscript{75}

13. It is forbidden for a man to let loose a lion or something similar within his field so that the poor see it and flee.\textsuperscript{76} If there are poor people who are not supposed to take leket [for whatever reason], if the household owner can interfere with what they have taken, he may interfere, but if not, he should leave them be for the sake of peace.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{74}See Tosefta Péah 3:1 and Mishnah Péah 5:6.

\textsuperscript{75}See Mishnah Péah 5:6. This law names an important principle, the "robbery of the poor," which is the idea that if one does not give the poor their due then one has essentially stolen from them. The assumption here is that the poor already own the property that is under the owner of the field's supervision, and it is the owner of the field's privilege and duty to transfer the produce to its rightful owners as decreed by God. If one fails in that duty, then one has seized the property of another. There is a "constitutional" relationship that exists between the owner of the field and the poor in relation to God-given, inalienable rights that lay a foundation for their legal responsibilities. However, it is up to human actions to designate and transfer this property before the poor can lay their claim to specific produce. Just as the poor have the constitutional right to certain kinds of produce, so does the owner of a field have a constitutional right to designate and transfer that property. See 2:12-20 for an expansion upon these principles and rights, specifically 2:14 for the rights of the owner of the field.

\textsuperscript{76}Maimonides implies that the poor must be able to gather their due free from coercion or intimidation.

\textsuperscript{77}See Babylonian Talmud Bava Metzia 12a. Earlier, in 1:9, the phrase "for the sake of peace" was used in relation to Gentiles, indicating that it was politically expedient to let the poor of Gentiles to gather food alongside the poor of the Jewish community. Here, the "poor people who are not supposed to take leket" may be the poor of Gentiles or might be those who are poor but not poor enough to merit public support. In any case, it seems that it would be an
14. If one [attempts to] declare leket as "ownerless" [and thus the community's property] along with the main part of it, which has fallen [to the ground of his crop], then [the leket] is not considered "ownerless" because since the main part fell off, it [the leket] is no longer his property.  

Maimonides changes topics here, moving from one category of "gifts for the poor" to another. Thus far, the paradigm for agricultural produce has been standing grain. Maimonides now looks to another paradigm: the vineyard.

15. What is considered peret? These are one or two grapes that have separated from the cluster during the time of the grape harvest. If three grapes fell together as a bunch [at the same time], then this does not count as peret.  

16. If one was harvesting grapes and cut down a cluster and it became entangled in the leaves and fell to the ground and [the grapes] fell from the bunch [and became separated], then this is not peret [for the intention was that this was one cluster]. [However,] if one was harvesting grapes and threw [the cluster] to the ground and the cluster rolled, or even half a cluster for that matter [obviously not caring for grapes that would separate from the cluster], what [fell away and] could be found counts as peret. (So also with a complete cluster that fell away, that this counts as peret.) If one places a basket under the vine at the time one is

unnecessary hardship on the owner of the field to sort through and assess the needs of the poor, and it is simply easier to let them be.

78. See Mishnah Péah 6:1. In other words, leket belongs to the poor, and the owner of the field cannot declare it as "ownerless."

79. See Mishnah Péah 7:3. This parallels the definition of leket. One or two grapes indicate stray produce, but three is a significant bunch that the owner would normally pick up. See 4:1.
harvesting grapes [and thereby eliminating any chance for peret], then that person is considered a robber of the poor.80

Maimonides continues here with a new category of produce, similar to the preceding. Separated grapes, that is, individual grapes that have fallen from the vine, are joined now by malformed grapes, that is, grapes that are unusually small.

17. What is considered olélet? This is a small cluster that is not very dense like a regular cluster and does not have a shoulder81 and its grapes do not droop down over each other but rather are scattered. If it has a shoulder but no pendant or a pendant but no shoulder, then this belongs to the owner of the vineyard, but if it is in doubt, it belongs to the poor.82

18. What is a "shoulder"? Growths which are joined at the stem, one next to the other [forming the wide, upper part of a cluster]. What is a "pendant"? Grapes which are joined to the stem and droop down [forming the lower, cone-shape of the cluster]. In the case of olélot, all of the leaves touch within the palm of one's hand.83 And why is the term [for a malformed grape cluster] olél [literally:

80. See Mishnah Pehah 7:3. As with previous laws, one should not be overzealous in harvesting but do so in a normal, moderate fashion. That which goes astray is intended by God for the poor.
81. See the next law for an explanation of "shoulder" and "pendant."
82. See Mishnah Pehah 7:4.
83. Ravad takes issue with these definitions, citing the Jerusalem Talmud Pehah 7:4. There is a dispute between the opinion of Rabbi Yehuda, who gives the definitions that Maimonides puts forward, and an instance cited by Rabbi Chiya who claims that a malformed grape cluster was once weighed and it came out to be an enormous amount. While this cluster was still understood to be malformed, it was clearly much too large to fit into the palm of one's hand. Rather, a third opinion was offered by Rabbi Chinena which said a malformed grape cluster was one where, when it was placed on a table, all of the grapes touched the table's surface. That is, it is not that the entire cluster be of a size as to fit into the palm of one's hand but that it lay flat in an unusual way when one would hold out one's hand horizontally.
infant]? Because it is [small compared] to the rest of the regular clusters the way an infant is to a person.

19. And the owner is not obligated to harvest the olélót for the poor, but rather they harvest them for themselves. And a single grape [growing by itself] falls into the category of olélót.⁸⁴

20. In the case of a vine-shoot with a cluster on it that is joined with a vine shoot that has an olélét on it, if it [the olélét] is clipped with the regular cluster then it belongs to the owner of the vineyard, and if not then it belongs to the poor.

21. A vineyard made entirely of olélót belongs to the poor, as it is said, (Lev. 19:10) You shall not pick your vineyard bare [te'olél] even if it is entirely made of olélót. And the categories of peret and olélót apply only to the vineyard.⁸⁵

22. The poor have no right to take peret and olélót until the owner of the vineyard begins to harvest his grapes, as it is said, (Deut. 24:21) When [and only when] you pick the grapes of your vineyard, do not go over it again [te'olél]. And how much does he need to harvest until they [the poor] have the right [to start picking]? Three clusters, for this is enough to make a quarter of a kav.

23. If one dedicates his vineyard to the Temple before it can become known which will be olélót, then the olélót do not belong to the poor. But if one waited until olélót could be discerned, then they belong to the poor, and they [the poor] dedicate [to the Temple] the increase of their due.⁸⁶

---

⁸⁴ See Mishnah Péah 7:4.
⁸⁵ See Mishnah Péah 7:7 where Rabbi Akiba dissents.
⁸⁶ See Mishnah Péah 7:8.
24. One who prunes a vine after it is already known which are *olélot* prunes as usual, and as he cuts the regular clusters, he also cuts the *olélot*.

25. If a Gentile sold his vineyard to a Jew to harvest, then he [the Jew] is obligated to give *olélot*. If a Jew and a Gentile are partners in owning a field, then the Jew owes [*olélot*] from his section and the Gentile is exempt.\(^{87}\)

26. A Levite to whom is given *ma'esar tevel* [produce from which the portion due to the priests, *terumah*, was not separated] and who finds within it *olélot* should give them to the poor. But if it was clipped with regular clusters, then he [the Levite] needs to give *terumat ma'asér* [the portion the Levites must give to the priests] from another crop.\(^{88}\)

27. In the case of someone who owns five grape vines and brings their produce within his house, if [he harvested them] to eat the grapes, then he is exempt from *peret*, from *shikhecha*, from the fourth year's produce,\(^{89}\) but owes *olélot*. If he

---

\(^{87}\) See Tosefta Péah 3:12.

\(^{88}\) Ravad objects and cites Tosefta Péah 3:14, which states that if a Levite is given a portion of grapes in which he finds *olélot*, he need not be concerned that these belong to the poor. As it is explained further in the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 7:4, it is stated that the Levite who finds *olélot* in his portion may declare these as *terumah ma'asér*, that is, the portion the Levites separate from the tithe given to them that they give to the priests, for other produce in another location. Nevertheless, an objection is raised that the Levite is still depriving the poor of their share by designating it as another kind of tithe. Rabbi Avin then comments that the grapes under dispute are not really *olélot* at all but rather the Levite may assume that these malformed grapes were cut as one bunch along with regular grapes and thereby do not belong to the poor. In any case, these sources seem to contradict Maimonides' claim that the Levite should give *olélot* to the poor from their apportioned share.

\(^{89}\) The fourth year of a tree was the first year that one could eat its fruit, and one would offer its fruits to the Temple. See Mishnah Péah 7:6 and Babylonian Talmud Berachot 35a.
harvested them for wine, then he owes everything except if he leaves some of them remaining.⁹⁰

⁹⁰Referring to Tosefta Péah 1:10, where the case of one who harvests four or five grape vines and brings them into the house is described, Ravad hastens to include péah among the categories from which one is exempt. Ravad also disputes Maimonides last statement, that if the owner of the vines harvested them for wine, then he owes all types of categories unless he left some of them on the vine. Ravad claims that he owes everything even if he leaves some behind, as is stated in the Tosefta.
Laws on Gifts for the Poor Chapter 5

Maimonides now moves on to agricultural produce that is forgotten, even temporarily, by the owner of the field, and also returns to the paradigm of standing grain. After standing grain is considered, Maimonides addresses other general categories of produce, such as olives. As before, he begins with a technical definition of this kind of produce, the "forgotten," and then explicates ambiguous situations that challenge that definition. Ultimately, the law needs to clarify what kind of behavior demonstrates that something has become forgotten, abandoned, and therefore designated for the poor by God. Mitigating these laws is the human tendency to try to make conditions on farming practices so as to technically "forget" as little as possible. However, as seen explicitly in 5:8, the law of the Torah overrides the owner of the field's self-interested maneuvers.

1. If a sheaf is forgotten by workers but was not forgotten by the owner of the field, or if the owner of the field forgot it but the workers did not forget it, or both of them forgot it but others passed by and saw it at the time that they [the owner and the workers] forgot it, then it does not count as shikhecha until everyone forgets it. Even if it is a sheaf that was hidden, if it was forgotten [by everyone], then this is shikhecha.\(^{91}\)

2. If the owner of the field was in the city, and he said, "I know that the workers forgot a sheaf in such-and-such a place," and they had in fact forgotten it, then this is shikhecha. But if he was in the field and said so and they forgot it, then this is not shikhecha, for the act of forgetting is rooted exclusively in the field in order for it to be shikhecha [and remembering outside of the domain of the field has no effect]. If one is in the city, even if it is remembered [by someone there] and in the end becomes forgotten [by those in the field], then this is shikhecha, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) And overlook a sheaf in the field and not in the city.\(^{92}\)

---

91. See Mishnah Pēah 5:7.
92. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Metzia 11a.
3. If the poor people stood in front of him [the owner, hiding the sheaf], or if it was buried in stubble and he [the owner or the worker] remembered the stubble, or if he took it and brought it to the city and left it in a field [there] and forgot it, then this is not *shikhecha*. But if they took it from place to place [within the field], even if they left it next to a stone wall, a stack, near oxen, or next to tools [which might indicate that it was put there on purpose], and it was forgotten, then this is *shikhecha*.93

4. If he took a sheaf and brought it to the city and placed it on top of another and forgot both of them, if he remembered the top one first and then happened upon it [the bottom one], the bottom one is not *shikhecha*, but if not [that is, if he did not remember the top one], then the bottom one is *shikhecha*.94

5. If a strong wind blew someone's sheaves into an adjacent field and he [the owner or the worker] forgot the sheaf there, this is not *shikhecha*, for it is said, (Deut. 24:19) *When you reap the harvest in your field* [yours and not anyone

93. See Mishnah Péah 5:7 and Mishnah Péah 6:2. In Mishnah Péah 5:7, we see that it is not *shikhecha* if it was covered up, but it does not mention anything about forgetting. Perhaps the implication is that the poor may have tried to hide it from the owner. Maimonides adopts Hillel’s position that the sheaf does qualify as *shikhecha*, rejecting the idea that the poor might have covered it up so as to get more.

94. See Tosefta Péah 3:3 and Babylonian Talmud Sotah 45a. Ravad points out that Maimonides is ruling according to Rabbi Shimon who is stating the dissenting opinion. In the Tosefta, the first opinion is that the top sheaf is not subject to the law of *shikhecha*, presumably because the owner had at one time specifically picked it up to carry it into the city, but the bottom one is. Rabbi Shimon's opinion is that both sheaves are not *shikhecha* in that the top one is linked with the bottom one and in remembering the top one the bottom one is also exempt from being *shikhecha*. In the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 6:3, this idea is expanded upon by Rabbi Zeira who states that it is precisely in remembering the top sheaf that the bottom one is not *shikhecha*, for the top one covers up and hides the bottom sheaf and disqualifies it from being *shikhecha*, just as if it were hidden by clothes or stones (as in the previous law). In this case, the top sheaf is not *shikhecha*, but the bottom one is.
else's], but if it scattered the sheaves within his own field and he forgot [them] then this is *shikhecha*.

6. If one takes one sheaf and then a second one and then a third one and forgot the fourth, if there is a sixth one, then the fourth one is not forgotten until he takes the fifth. And if there were only five sheaves, if he waited long enough to take the fifth, then the fourth is *shikhecha*.  

7. If two sheaves were mixed up, and he forgot one of them, this is not *shikhecha* until he takes all the ones around it.

8. Arum, garlic, onions, and similar produce, even though they are buried in the ground, the law of *shikhecha* applies to them. [So also for] the one who harvests at night and forgets standing grain, or one who was binding sheaves at night and forgot a sheaf, and so too with the blind person who forgets [some standing grain or a sheaf], the law of *shikhecha* applies in these situation as well. But if the blind person or the one who harvests at night intends to take only the larger sheaves [and deliberately leave some of the smaller ones behind], then they are not *shikhecha*. But anyone who says, "I am harvesting on the condition that anything I forget I may take [later]," the law of *shikhecha* still applies, for all of the gifts for the poor come from the Torah, and his condition is invalid.  

---

95. It has been demonstrated that one sheaf can "save" another, and the question arises here when an observer can decisively say a sheaf has truly been forgotten. If one is taking sheaves, skips two, and goes back and only picks up one of the skipped sheaves, the one left behind is truly forgotten.


9. If grain was harvested before it was finished [ripening] so as to feed cattle, and so also if he harvested them into small bundles and did not make sheaves of them, and so also with garlic and onions that they picked them in small bundles in order to sell them in the market and they did not make sheaves out of them to put them into storage, then the law of *shikhecha* does not apply.  

10. If a harvester began to harvest at the beginning of a row and forgot [produce] that was in front of him [that he had not yet gone through] and behind him [that he had gone through], the law of *shikhecha* applies to what was behind him but not to that which is in front of him, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) *Do not turn back to get it.* It is not *shikhecha* until he has gone through it and left it behind him. A general rule: When "*do not turn back*" applies, so does *shikhecha*, and anything to which "*do not turn back*" does not apply cannot be *shikhecha*.

11. If two people began to harvest from the midst of a row [with some space left in between them] with one facing north and the other facing south, and they forgot [produce] that was before them [that the individual did not get through but which his partner was relying upon him to finish] and after them [that they did not go through because both backs were turned to it right from the start], the law of *shikhecha* applies to that which was before them because what is before one is behind the other [and is *shikhecha* by the other person] but the sheaf which they forgot after them in the place that they started is not *shikhecha* because it is mixed in with the rows [that will be harvested] from east to west which they are

98. See Mishnah Pehah 6:10.
assuming [will be harvested when people go east and west and that is why they purposefully did not go through it] and thus it is not shikhecha. So also with the rows of sheaves which they transfer to storage, for if two begin in the midst of a row and they forget a sheaf that is behind and between them, this is not shikhecha because it is in the middle of a row [that also goes] from west to east which they have not begun [to bind] and thus this proves that it is not shikhecha.¹⁰⁰

12. When one is harvesting standing sheaves, one standing sheaf after another, and transfers these sheaves from one place to another, also called omrim,¹⁰¹ from a second place to a third place, and from a third place to the threshing floor storage area, and he forgot a sheaf while transferring it from place to place, if he was transferring sheaves to a place where he had completed the process [of their preparation] and he forgot it, then it is shikhecha. If [he forgot it] when he was transferring it from a place where he had completed the process to the threshing floor, then this is not shikhecha. And if he was transferring sheaves to a place where he would not complete the process and he forgot one, this is not shikhecha [either because he is in the midst of the process]. But if he was transferring from a place where he had not completed the process to the threshing floor, then this is shikhecha.¹⁰²

¹⁰⁰. See Mishnah Péah 6:4. Ravad responds here with an unusually lengthy comment because he apparently feels Maimonides has not explicated the sources completely and properly. First Ravad explains Maimonides' reasoning as he sees it: If someone is gathering sheaves going from north to south, reaches the end of the row and then goes from south to north and so on, if the gatherer passes through and leaves a sheaf behind, Maimonides claims this is shikhecha. Ravad claims that Maimonides does not take into account the special circumstances that exist for sheaves left at the ends of rows. The gatherer who goes from north to south could intend to go back and collect some more at the ends of the rows while going east to west. Since the gatherer going east and west is walking perpendicular to his original path, he is not retracing his steps and does not violate the commandment to not turn back to get it (Deut. 24:19). This possibility is taught in Tosefta Péah 3:4 and the Jerusalem Talmud Péah 6:3. Thus, what is shikhecha at the ends of the rows is not clear until one sees the direction in which one completes the binding of the sheaves. Thus it says in Mishnah Péah 6:3, "In the case of sheaves at the end of rows, whether or not a sheaf is shikhecha is proven by the sheaf lying opposite it."

¹⁰¹. The word "sheaf" as it has been translated here has only referred to omrim.

¹⁰². See Mishnah Péah 5:8.
13. What is a place that is one where he completed the process [of their preparation]? This a place where it is his intention to gather all of the sheaves and from there to thresh them or to bring them to a stack that serves as storage. And a place which is one where he does not complete the process is a place where he has gathered the sheaves in order to make large standing sheaves so that he can bring them to another place.

14. Two small bundles which can be distinguished one from the other may be shikhecha, but three may not count as shikhecha. Two sheaves which can be distinguished one from the other may be shikhecha, but three may not count as shikhecha.

15. Two heaps of olives or carobs that can be distinguished one from the other may be shikhecha, but three may not count as shikhecha. Two stalks of flax may be shikhecha, but three may not count as shikhecha.

16. As for two vines, and so also with other trees, two which can be distinguished one from the other may be shikhecha, but three may not count as shikhecha, as it said, (Lev. 19:10, 23:22) You shall leave them for the poor and the stranger. Only if there are two, one for the poor and one for the stranger.

103. See Mishnah Péah 6:5. Here and in the next three laws, Maimonides upholds the principle that two items of produce go to the poor but three do not. See 4:6.
104. See Mishnah Péah 6:5.
105. See Tosefta Péah 3:5.
17. If [there is a field and] the sheaves are of one kav quantity apiece, and then there is one [unusually large sheaf] with four kavim quantity and they forget it, then it is shikhecha. If it is more than four, then it is not shikhecha. So also if [there is a field and] the sheaves are two kavim quantity apiece, any sheaf more than eight kavim quantity may not be shikhecha.106

18. A sheaf that will yield two seah and is forgotten does not count as shikhecha, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) And overlook a sheaf in the field, and not a stack, even if each sheaf yields two seah [and is no different from the others in the field]. If he forgot two sheaves [which between the two add up to two seah], even though there is between them two seah, this counts as shikhecha. So also, it appears to me, that the law of shikhecha applies even if they add up to more than two seah [such as if each sheaf yielded one and a half seah and together made three].108

19. Standing grain that would yield two seah which he forgot does not count as shikhecha. If it would not yield two seah, they view the thin stalks as if they were healthy and long and the blasted ones as if they were full, and if they estimate the standing grain to be fit to yield two seah and then he forgot it, this does not count as shikhecha.109

20. If he forgot a seah of grain that was uprooted and a seah of grain that was not uprooted, they do not combine them but rather both of them are shikhecha. So also with garlic, onions, and fruits of trees. If he forgot part of them in the ground

106. See Mishnah Péah 6:1.
107. The plural is actually se’atayim, indicating a couple or a pair.
and part of them already picked and combined they make up two seah, they do not combine them, but both of them are shikhecha.\textsuperscript{110}

21. If one forgets a sheaf next to standing grain that is not forgotten, then this [sheaf] is not shikhecha, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) \textit{When you reap the harvest in your field and overlook a sheaf in the field}. A sheaf in which the area around it is harvested may be shikhecha, but a sheaf in which the area around it is standing grain is not shikhecha. So also if one forgot standing grain that is next to standing grain that is not forgotten, even one stem [that is not forgotten] saves that which is forgotten and it is permitted to take it, but if he forgot a sheaf or standing grain next to a sheaf that is not forgotten, even if it would yield two seah, it does not save it and this is considered shikhecha and for the poor.\textsuperscript{111} The standing grain of one's fellow does not save his [the original farmer's] sheaf. And the standing grain of barley does not save a sheaf of wheat, that this only applies if the standing grain is of the same type as the [forgotten] sheaf.

22. If one forgot a tree that was in the midst of other trees, even if it were to yield several seah worth of fruit, or [even] if one forgot two trees, then these are shikhecha. Three [trees] may not be shikhecha.\textsuperscript{112}

23. To what does this refer? To a tree that is not well-known for its place, such as one that stands by a wine vat or by the side of a breach in a wall, or for its productivity, such as one that makes many of olives, or for its name, such as it

\textsuperscript{110} See Mishnah Péah 6:9.
\textsuperscript{111} See Mishnah Péah 6:8.
\textsuperscript{112} See Mishnah Péah 7:1. Ravad disagrees claiming that trees do not fit into this category.
being known as "the olive tree that drips olives" or if it overflows with a great deal of oil or [has a nickname, such as] "the Pourer" or "the Embarrasser" [in that it embarrasses the other trees], or even if it has only one of these three characteristics, the law of shikhecha does not apply to it, as it is said, (Deut. 24:19) Overlook a sheaf in the field, [which means] a sheaf you have forgotten completely and you would not know it unless you went back and saw it. It is exempt [from the law of shikhecha] because one remembers it for a long time, even if [one would only remember that particular produce] by happening upon it, for it is well-known.113

24. If one had marked it [a certain tree] off in his mind, then this counts as being well-known. If it stood next to a date palm tree, then the date palm tree marks it off. If there are two olive trees that overflow [with oil by their abundant produce], they mark off each other. If an entire field is of olive trees known for overflowing with oil, and he forgot one or two of them, then these are shikhecha. To what does this refer? Only when he has not begun [to pick] this well-known tree, but if he began to pick it and forgot part of it, then this does count as shikhecha, even if it is well-known. But if what remained was less than two seah [then this does not apply]. But if it is of two seah then this is not shikhecha unless he forgot the whole tree, as was explained.114

25. An olive tree that stands in the middle of several rows by itself, and three rows of olive trees surround it from three sides, even if each row has only two olive trees, if he forgot the one in the middle, this does not count as shikhecha, for the rows [of trees] hid it. Why does this apply to olive trees only? Because they were important in the Land of Israel at that time.115

113. See Mishnah Péah 7:1.
114. Ravad objects that Mishnah Péah 7:1 does not seem to indicate this.
115. Ravad points out that this view is only according to Rabbi Yosi in Mishnah Péah 7:1. See also Mishnah Péah 7:2.
26. What is considered *shikhecha* in an arbor? Anything that is beyond one's reach and cannot grasp. In a vineyard? When one has passed by one vine or several vines and forgotten them. In suspended vines or date palm trees? Whatever remains after he has come back down. And as for all the other types of trees? Whatever he leaves behind when he turns and goes. To what situation does this apply? When he has not begun [to harvest the orchard with that tree], but if he began [to harvest the orchard with that tree] and forgot it, it [the first tree] is only *shikhecha* when he has harvested all of the fruit trees from around it [in that orchard].

Maimonides concludes the chapter with a mention of "ownerless property." Another way to abandon property, aside from forgetting it, was to declare it ownerless. In this case, the community appropriates the property, and the owner of the field gives up all benefits and liabilities to that property. The owner cannot, however, declare property ownerless in such a way that he retains the benefits. Either he owns the property, enjoys the produce, and gives the poor their due, or he gives the property to the community and gives up all profit and obligations that ownership entails. Maimonides also makes mention of tithes, transitioning to the topic of the next chapter.

27. If one declares one's field "ownerless" [and thus community property] and he [the former owner] then gets up one morning and repossesses it and harvests grapes from it, one is obligated to give *peret, olélot, shikhecha, and péah*, for this is [what it says in Scripture], (Lev. 19:9-10), *Your field...your vineyard*. I read this to mean that because it was his and now it is his [again], [he is obligated to give these things to the poor]. But if one took possession of that which was declared ownerless from others, then one is exempt from all, and in any case one is exempt from tithes as will be explained.  

116. See Mishnah Péah 7:2.  
117. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Kamma 28a.
With this chapter, Maimonides changes the organization of his exposition. The tithe for the poor, the final form of agricultural produce owed to the poor, fits into a larger system of tithes for the Land of Israel. Maimonides, therefore, explains the entire system of tithes that the rabbis derived from the Torah and places the tithe for the poor in that context.

1. Another, sixth type of gift for the poor from agriculture is the tithe that they give to the poor, and it is called *ma'esar ani* [the "tithe for the poor"].

2. And this is the system of gift-offerings and tithes: After one has harvested the seeds of the earth or gathered the fruit of the trees and has completed one's labor, one must separate out one-fiftieth, and this is called the *terumah gedolah* [the "great gift-offering"], and one gives it to a priest. About this it is said in the Torah, (Deut. 18:4) *You shall also give him the first fruits of your new grain and wine and oil*. Afterwards, one separates from the remainder one-tenth, and this is called *ma'asér rishon* [the "first tithe"], and one gives it to a Levite. About this it is said in the Torah, (Num. 18:24) *For it is the tithes set aside by the Israelites [as a gift to the LORD hat I give to the Levites as their share]*, and (Num. 18:21) *To the Levites I hereby give all the tithes in Israel.*

3. Afterwards, one separates from the remainder one-tenth, and this is called *ma'asér sheni* [the "second tithe"], and this is for the owner to eat in Jerusalem. About this it is said, (Lev. 27:31) *If anyone wishes to redeem any of his tithes, [he must add one-fifth to them]*, and about this it is said, (Deut. 14:22-23) *You shall set aside every tenth year [of all of the yield of your sowing that is brought from the field.] You shall consume the tithes [of your new grain and wine and oil, and the firstlings of your herds and flocks, in the presence of the LORD your God, in the place where He will choose to establish His name, so that you may learn to revere the LORD your God forever].*
4. According to this system, they should tithe, in a seven year cycle, the first, second, fourth, and fifth years, but on the third and the sixth years of the seven year cycle, after one has tithed ma’asér rishon, one should take out from the remainder another tithe [one-tenth] and give it to the poor. This is called ma’esar ani. In these two years there is no ma’asér sheni but instead ma’esar ani.118

About this it is written, (Deut. 14:28-29) Every third year you shall bring out the full tithe of your yield of that year, but leave it within your settlements. Then the Levite, [who has no hereditary portion as you have, and the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your settlements shall come and eat their fill, so that the LORD your God may bless you in all the enterprises you undertake.] And about this it is written, (Deut. 26:12) When you have set aside in full the tenth part [of your yield in the third year--the year of the tithe--and have given it to the Levite, the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow, that they may eat their fill in your settlements].

5. In the Sabbatical year, everything is considered "ownerless" [and thus community property] and there are no gift-offerings or tithes at all, not ma’asér rishon, not ma’asér sheni, not ma’esar ani, and outside of the Land of Israel there is no sabbatical for the land. [However,] they tithe in Egypt, Amon, and Moav ma’asér rishon and ma’esar ani because these lands are close to the Land of Israel so that the poor of Israel may be sustained on it during the seventh year. This is the law of Moses at Sinai119 that they tithe in the lands of Amon and Moav ma’esar ani in the seventh year, but in Shinar they separate out ma’asér sheni in the seventh year according to the system of the majority of the years.120

118. See Babylonian Talmud Rosh Hashanah 12b.
119. See 3:15.
120. See Mishnah Yada’im 4:3.
6. As for *ma'asér rishon* that was taken for the Levite, he [the Levite] separates from it one-tenth and gives it to a priest. It is called *terumat ma'aser* [the "gift offering of the tithe"], and about this it is written, (Num. 18:26) *Speak to the Levites [and say to them: When you receive from the Israelites their tithes, which I have assigned to you as your share, you shall set aside from them one-tenth of the tithe as a gift to the LORD]*.

7. When the poor pass by an owner of a field, and he has *ma'esar ani*, he gives to each poor person who comes before him his fill from the tithe, as it is said, (Deut. 14:29) *In your settlements shall come and eat their fill.*

8. How much is (Deut. 14:29) *their fill*? If it is from wheat, one should not give less than a half a *kav*. If it is from barley, not less then one *kav*. If it is from spelt, not less than one *kav*. If it is from dried figs, not less than one *kav*. And if it is from fig cakes, not less than one *shekel* and five hundred twenty *selah*. If from wine, not less than half a *log*. If from oil, not less than one-fourth a *kav*. And if from rice, not less then one-fourth of a *kav*. If he gives from green herbs, he gives him a *shekel* of a *litre* when a *shekel* is thirty-five *dinaram*. From carobs, three *kavim*. From nuts, ten. From peaches, five. From pomegranates, two. [From] citrons, one. And if he gave from the remainder of fruits, [he gives him] not less than enough for him to sell in the market and take from their value food for two meals.121

---

121. See Mishnah Péah 8:5.
9. If he only had a small amount of food and there a great many poor people so that he cannot give to each and every one according to the right measure, he gives [the whole] to them, and they divide it up amongst themselves.\textsuperscript{122}

10. If \textit{ma’esar ani} is divided from the store-chamber, the owners have no right to decide how it is to be apportioned among the poor. Only the poor may come and take regardless of the owner's feelings on the matter. And even if [the owner] is [also] a poor person of Israel, they take it [the tithe] from his possession [for distribution]. But if they divide it up in [his] home [instead of at the store-chamber], then the owner has the right to give it to the poor person that he wants.\textsuperscript{123}

11. If he had the tithe in the store-chamber, and he wanted to give it to a certain poor relative or someone known to him, he may separate out up to half of it to give to him, and the other half is divided among all the poor who come with the method described previously.\textsuperscript{124}

12. When does it apply that one gives to the poor in order to give them their fill? When it is from the field, but if he had the tithe in his home [because he was poor himself], they divide it among all the poor people, even if it is only a little bit for each, for one is only commanded to give to satisfy his [the poor person's] fill only from the field, for one finds that this is the case in the verse, (Deut. 14:29) \textit{In your settlements shall come and eat their fill.}
13. If a man and a woman come [begging] to a house, they should give to the woman first and then send her away and then afterwards give to the man. [In the cases of] a father and his son, a man and his relative, two brothers, two partners, when one of them becomes poor, the other one gives ma’esar ani to him.  

14. If there are two poor people who rented a field in partnership [with the owner], one may separate out ma’esar ani and give it to the other [his partner], and so may the other take out from his share and give it to him.

15. If one [poor person] receives a field to harvest, it is forbidden [for him] to take out [in addition to the produce of the field itself] leket, shikhecha, péah, and ma’esar ani [for his own benefit]. When is this? [In the situation where] he receives it and can take part of the whole field's harvest, such as when one gives him a third or a fourth as his wages. But if the owner of the field said to him, "What you can harvest yourself from this one-third is yours," or "What you will harvest from this fourth," then he has nothing until he has harvested it. While he is harvesting, therefore, he is poor, and therefore he may take leket, shikhecha, and péah [for himself], but he is forbidden to take ma’esar ani because they only separate out ma’esar ani after it is all harvested and he has at that point taken possession of his portion that he harvested [and is no longer poor].

125. See Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 100a and Kiddushin 32a.
126. See Mishnah Péah 5:5.
127. See Mishnah Péah 5:5.
ani. But the purchaser is forbidden to take them [these gifts if he is poor].\textsuperscript{128} Even if he [the purchaser] has not yet been paid and even if he borrowed money [for the purchase], he is still forbidden to take the gifts for the poor.

17. One may not use \textit{ma’esar ani} to repay a loan, and one may not pay back a favor from it [\textit{ma’esar ani}], but they may pay out of it something for an act of loving kindness so long as he informs him that it comes from \textit{ma’esar ani}. But they may not use it to redeem captives [by paying their ransom from \textit{ma’esar ani}], or buy wedding gifts, or give \textit{tzedakah}, but they may give it to a town scholar for his benefit.\textsuperscript{129} They may not, however, take it from the Land of Israel to outside the Land of Israel, as it is said, (Deut. 14:28) \textit{But leave it within your settlements}, and it is said, (Deut. 26:12) \textit{That they may eat their fill in your settlements} [teaching that it must be used within the Land of Israel].

\textsuperscript{128} See Mishnah \textit{Péah} 5:6.
\textsuperscript{129} See \textit{Tosefta} \textit{Péah} 4:16.
The beginning of this chapter marks a major turning point of the treatise. Having explained the agricultural laws of "gifts for the poor," Maimonides now moves explicitly onto tzedakah, material giving in righteousness to the poor, immediately applicable in an urban situation. Giving to the poor now primarily takes the form of giving money or collecting coins from people on the street. Maimonides thus spends the rest of the treatise on the last two commandments of his introductory list, not to harden one's heart against the poor and to give generously. Maimonides highlights the psychological aspects of giving to the poor, prescribing actions in case one encounters resistance due to pride. Mitigating circumstances are also present in collecting tzedakah, in that even poor people are required to give but not so that they increase their hardship. In this chapter, Maimonides wrestles with the issues of how much to give, from whom and to whom.

1. It is a positive mitzvah to give tzedakah to the poor according to what is fitting for the poor person if he has the means to do so, as it is said, (Deut. 15:8) Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs. And it is said, (Lev. 25:35) [If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your authority,] and you hold him as though a resident alien, [let him live by your side:] And it is said (Lev. 25:36), [Do not exact from him advance or accrued interest, but fear your God.] Let him live by your side as your kinsman.  

2. Anyone who sees a poor person begging and averts his eyes from him and does not give him tzedakah transgresses a negative mitzvah, as it is said, (Deut. 15:7) [If, however, there is a needy person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that the LORD your God is giving you,] do not harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman.

---

130. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67b-68a.
3. One is commanded to give to a poor person according to what he lacks. If he has no clothes, they clothe him. If he has no utensils for a house, they buy [them] for him. If he does not have a wife, they arrange a marriage for him. If [the poor person] is a woman, they arrange a husband for marriage for her. Even if it was the custom of [a person who was rich but is now] a poor person to ride on a horse with a servant running in front of him, and this is a person who fell from his station, they buy him a horse to ride upon and a servant to run in front of him, as it is said, (Deut. 15:8) \textit{Sufficient for whatever he needs}. You are commanded to fill whatever he lacks, but you are not commanded to make him wealthy.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67b.}

4. In the case of an orphan who wants to marry a woman [and lacks the means to do so], [first] they pay for a house for him and arrange for a bed for him and all that he needs for the household, and afterwards they arrange a marriage for him. \footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 9a.}

5. If a poor person comes and asks for what is sufficient to fill his needs and one does not have the means to provide it for him, one gives according to his means. How much is this? One-fifth of one's assets is the best possible way, but one-tenth is the usual way. Less than this is a bad sign, and never should one restrain himself from a third of a shekel a year. Anyone who has not given at least this much has not fulfilled the \textit{mitzvah}.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Gittin 7b.} Even a poor person who lives on \textit{tzedakah} is obligated to give \textit{tzedakah} to another.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 9a.}

6. If a poor person who is unknown [in the area] has said, "I am hungry; please feed me," They do not check into his background lest he be an impostor, but rather they feed him immediately. If he was naked and said, "Clothe me," they do
check on his background lest he be an impostor, but if they know him, they clothe him according to his honor immediately and they do not check on him.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 9a, the opinion of Rabbi Yehudah.}

7. They provide for and clothe the poor of Gentiles along with the poor of Israel for the sake of peaceful relations.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Gittin 61a and Bava Batra 9a.} And if there is a poor person who goes door to door, they are not obligated to give him a large gift, but rather they give him a small gift. It is forbidden to turn away a poor person who asks empty handed, even if you give him a single dry fig, as it is said, (Psalms 74:21) \textit{Let not the downtrodden be turned away disappointed; [let the poor and needy praise Your name].}

8. They may not give to a poor person who goes from place to place less than a loaf of bread which when sold is worth a dupondium when wheat is worth four \textit{se'\textsuperscript{i}n} for a \textit{selah}, and we have already explained the ways [this is done]. And if he stays overnight, they give him a blanket with which to sleep and a cushion to put under his head, some oil and some beans, and if it is the Sabbath, they give him enough food for three meals and oil, beans, fish, and green herbs. If they know him, they give to him according to his honor.\footnote{See Mishnah Péah 8:7.}

9. If a poor person does not want to take \textit{tzedakah}, they deal subtlety with him and give to him in the name of a gift or a loan, but as for a wealthy person who makes himself go hungry and looks with sorrow on his wealth and will not eat or drink, they do not pay attention to him.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67b.}
10. In the case of one who does not want to give tzedakah or who gives less than he should, a court should beat him with blows of chastisement until he gives what they estimate he should. They should bring down his money in front of his face and take from him what he should have given, and they may pawn his property for tzedakah, even if it is on the eve of the Sabbath.\(^{138}\)

11. If a man who is in hardship who gives tzedakah more than he should, or who afflicts himself and gives to the collectors so as not to be embarrassed, it is forbidden to make a claim of him or collect tzedakah from him. The collector who shames him and asks [for tzedakah] from him in the future will be punished, as it is said, (Jeremiah 30:20) I will deal with all his oppressors.\(^{139}\)

12. They do not take tzedakah from orphans, even for the ransom of captives, even if they have a great deal of money, but a judge may decree such for them for the sake of their reputation. Collectors of tzedakah may take a small amount from women, servants, and children, but they may not take a large amount, [for a large amount may have been the result of] thievery and robbery from others. And what is the smallest amount they may give? All is according to the wealth of their masters and their poverty.\(^{140}\)

13. A poor person who is a relative takes precedence over anyone else. The poor of one's household take precedence over the poor of one's city. The poor of one's

---

138. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 49b and Bava Batra 8b.
139. For example, see Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 8b, Shabbat 156b and the Introduction.
140. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 8b.
city take precedence over the poor of another city, as it is said, (Deut. 15:11)
Open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your land.⁴¹ A new principle
becomes present here. As opposed to giving agricultural produce, which was on a
strict "first-come, first-serve" basis, family and community relationships now
dictate the giving of tzedakah.

14. If one engages in trade [and travels between cities] and the authorities of a
city exact tzedakah from him when he traveled through [for the needs of the city],
then this [money] should be given to the poor of that city. But if there are many
[such traders], and the authorities of the city exact tzedakah from them when they
come through, then [they pay it in that city, but] they bring it back with them and
give it to the poor of their city [of origin].⁴² But if there is a special town scholar,
he distributes the tzedakah as he sees fit.

15. One who says, "Give 200 dinar for the synagogue" or, "Donate a Torah
scroll to the synagogue," they should give to the synagogue which he usually
attends. And if he usually attends two [synagogues], then he should give to both
of them. If one says, "Give 200 dinar to the poor," they should give to the poor
of that city.⁴³
This chapter deviates from the main topic of tzedakah and covers three closely related topics: pledges, donations, and the redemption of captives. The section on pledges deals with the laws of vows and what is considered binding and what is not. The main principle is that if one has made a pledge to charity, one should fulfill it as quickly as possible, not only because of the need for tzedakah but because one does not want to become liable for breaking a pledge. The topic of donations also brings up relations to the Gentile community once more, and the laws on the freeing of captives held for ransom, a situation that involved the collection of money, reveal a harsh reality in the history of the Jewish people.

1. A [pledge to] tzedakah is a form of a vow, and therefore one who says, "I pledge to give a selah for tzedakah," or "This selah is for tzedakah" is obligated to give it to the poor immediately,\(^\text{144}\) and if he delays, then he has transgressed the commandment not to delay [fulfilling a vow] (Deut. 23:22). Thus, if poor people can be found there [when he makes the vow], he should give it [to them] immediately. If there are no poor people there, he should set it aside and leave it until he happens upon some poor people. But if he stipulates that he will not give [the coin] until he encounters a poor person, then he need not set it aside. So also if he makes the condition at the time he took the vow for tzedakah or to donate something that the collectors are permitted to exchange it or to change it with a goldsmith, then they are permitted to do so.

2. One who connects pledges of tzedakah is as obligated with one vow as with another. How so? [This applies] if he said, "This selah is like that selah, then that one is for tzedakah." If he sets aside a selah and said, "This is for tzedakah," and then he took out a second selah and said, "And this second one is for tzedakah" even though he did not set it aside from the start.\(^\text{145}\)

---

144. See Babylonian Talmud Rosh Hashanah 6a.
145. See Babylonian Talmud Nedarim 7a.
3. One who took a vow for *tzedakah* without knowing how much he vowed should give until he says, "This is not what I intended."\(^{146}\)

4. If one says, "This *selah* is for *tzedakah,*" or one who says, "I owe a *selah* for *tzedakah,*" and sets one aside, if he wants to, he may exchange it [that particular coin] for another, but if it has reached the hand of the collector, it is forbidden to exchange it. If the collectors want to combine the small coins for *dinarin* [which are of larger value], they are only permitted to do so if there are no poor people around to whom they need to distribute it. They may combine the coins [for coins of larger value] for the sake of others, but not for themselves.\(^{147}\)

5. If the poor would benefit from keeping the coins in the possession of the collector so that they would thereby make others give [because they would see money in the box and feel compelled to give as others have done], then that collector is permitted to borrow the coins of the poor and make payments [with them], for *tzedakah* is not like sanctified property from which it is forbidden to derive any benefit.\(^{148}\)

Maimonides moves from the topic of pledges to the topic of donations. He may do so because he is explaining topics brought up in the Babylonian Talmud Arakhin 6a-b for laws 4-8. Even donations to the Temple in Jerusalem, in relation to the Gentile community, are considered here. One can see the disparity of power between the Jewish community and the ruling Gentile authority. Numerous times in history, Jewish experience taught that dependence upon Gentile authorities ought to be minimized.

\(^{146}\) See Mishnah Menachot 13:4.
\(^{147}\) See Babylonian Talmud Arachin 6a.
\(^{148}\) See Babylonian Talmud Arakhin 6b.
6. If someone who donates a menorah or a lamp to a synagogue, it is forbidden to exchange it, but if it is for the sake of a *mitzvah*, it is permitted to exchange it even though the name of the donor has not become lost and people can say, "That menorah" or "That light is from so-and-so." And if the name of the donor became lost [with all the other goods and donations], then it is even possible to exchange it for a secular matter [as opposed to a *mitzvah*].  

7. To what does this refer? To a situation when a Jew makes the donation, but if a Gentile makes a donation, it is forbidden to exchange it, even for the sake of a *mitzvah*, until the donor's identity has become lost, lest the Gentile say, "I consecrated something to the synagogue of the Jews, and they sold it for themselves." 

8. If a Gentile donated something to the Temple fund [for the Temple in Jerusalem], they may not accept [it] before the fact, but if they already took it from him, they may not return it to him. If it is something affixed, such as a beam or a stone, they do return it to him so that something permanent will not be in the Holy Temple, as it is said, (Ezra 4:3) *It is not for you and us [to build a House to our God, but we alone will build it]*. But in the case of a synagogue, they may accept it right from the start, so long as he says, "I dedicated something with the [same] intention of a Jew," and if he did not say so, it may be preserved in storage in that his intention may be for the sake of heaven. They may not accept anything [from Gentiles] for the walls of Jerusalem or for the water channel there, as it is said, (Nehemiah 2:20) *But you have no share or claim or stake in Jerusalem!*

149. See Babylonian Talmud Arakhin 6b.

150. See Babylonian Talmud Arakhin 6b.

151. See Babylonian Talmud Arakhin 6a.
9. It is forbidden for a Jew to take tzedakah from a Gentile in public, but if he is not able to live on the tzedakah of Israel and cannot take tzedakah from the Gentiles in private, then he may do so in public. If a king or a noble of the Gentiles sends money to a Jewish community for tzedakah, they may not send it back for the sake of the peace of the kingdom, but rather they take it and give it to the poor of the Gentiles in secret so that the king will not hear.  

Another situation which would necessitate the public collection of funds was raising money to pay ransom for the redemption of captives. Sometimes rabbis or other figures would be held hostage, and the Jewish community would be asked for ransom money. The community needed to balance the need to save a life with the public welfare. The redemption of captives, because of the obvious threat to life and because of the potential threat to the entire community, took precedence over the regular collection of tzedakah.

10. The redemption of captives held for ransom takes precedence over sustaining the poor and clothing them. You do not find a mitzvah greater than the redemption of captives, for captivity is in the same category as famine, drought, or exposure, and one stands in danger to one's life. One who averts his eyes from redeeming [the captive] transgresses [the commandment], (Deut. 15:7) Do not harden your heart and shut your hand, and (Lev. 19:16) Do not stand upon the blood of your neighbor, and (Lev. 25:53) He shall not rule ruthlessly over him in your sight, and nullifies the commandment (Deut. 15:8) You must open your hand, and the commandment, (Lev. 25:36) Let him live by your side as your kinsman, and (Lev. 19:18) Love your fellow as yourself, and (Proverbs 24:11) If

---

152. See Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 26b. However, it only states that those who accept charity from Gentiles in public when there is an alternative are ineligible to be witnesses.
you refrained from rescuing those taken off to death, [those condemned to slaughter--if you say, "We knew nothing of it," surely He who fathoms hearts will discern], and many such sayings. You cannot find a greater mitzvah than the redemption of captives.\(^{153}\)

11. If people of a city have collected money for the building of a synagogue, and a matter of a mitzvah comes before them, they should use the money [for the mitzvah]. But if they already purchased stones and beams, they should only sell them in the case of redeeming captives. Even if they have brought the stones and made walls of them, beams and laid them out, they sell it all for the sake of redeeming captives and that alone, but if they have built and completed [the synagogue], they do not sell the synagogue. Rather, they collect for their [the captives'] redemption from the public.\(^{154}\)

12. They may not redeem the captives for more than their worth for the sake of civilization, so that the enemies will not pursue after them [once they find out they are willing to pay anything]. And they do not try to make the captives escape for the sake of civilization, so that the enemies will not increase the weight of their yoke and add more guards.\(^{155}\)

13. He who sells himself and his children to Gentiles or who takes a loan from them and becomes enslaved to them or is imprisoned because of the loan, the first

---

153. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 8a-b on the importance of redeeming captives and Chullin 7a where Rabbi Phineas ben Yair travels to redeem captives and, on the way, a river parts for him, enabling him to pass through on dry land to fulfill his duty.

154. On the public collection of charity, see Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 8b.

155. See Mishnah Gittin 4:6. The translation "for the sake of civilization" is used to try to capture the nuance that there is a duty to make the world a less chaotic and dangerous place.
and second time it is a mitzvah to redeem them. The third time they do not redeem him, but they redeem the children after the death of their father. But if they want to kill him, then they redeem him from their power, even if this is several times [that this has happened].

14. In the case of a slave who was taken captive, if he immersed himself for the sake of servitude and he accepted upon himself the duty of the mitzvot, they redeem him as if he were a Jew who had been taken captive. But if the prisoner rebels and joins the idolators, even if it is by [transgressing] one mitzvah, such as the prohibition against eating carrion, in order to infuriate [the Jewish community], etc., it is forbidden to redeem him.

15. A woman takes precedence over a man for feeding, clothing, and bringing out of prison, because it is more usual for men to go door to door [to beg] and not for a woman who feels great shame in this. But if both of them [a man and a woman] were in captivity and were in danger of being violated sexually, the man takes precedence for redemption, because this is not the way of things.

16. In the case of a male orphan and a female orphan who come [to the authorities of the community] to get married [but not to each other], the female [orphan] takes precedence over the man, because she feels great shame in this. And they may not give her less than the worth of six and a quarter dinar of pure silver, and if they have more in the bank of tzedakah, they give to her according to her honor.

156. See Babylonian Talmud Gittin 46b-47a.
157. See Babylonian Talmud Gittin 37b and 47a.
158. See Mishnah Horayot 3:7, Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67a.
159. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67a-b.
160. See Mishnah Ketubot 6:5.
The next two laws take up the theme of trying to create a hierarchy in the value that people have within the community. In law 17, a traditional rabbinic hierarchy is listed, describing people's status according to birth. In the final law, however, this traditional way of thinking is turned on its head, making the value of a person's wisdom or their family closeness the deciding factors. The merit of one's learning and fidelity to family historically took on increasing importance compared to one's lineage.

17. If we have before us many poor people or many captives, and there is not enough in the fund to sustain them, or to clothe them, or to redeem them all, a priest takes precedence over a Levite, a Levite over a [regular] Jew, a Jew over a chalel [an illegitimate child of a priest], a chalel over a shetuki [an illegitimate child with an unknown father], a shetuki over an asufi [a foundling], an asufi over a mamzer [a child who was conceived in a union forbidden by the Torah], a mamzer over a natin [a descendent of the Gibeonites], and a natin over a stranger, so long as the natin was praised with us in holiness, and a convert takes precedence over a freed slave, for he [the slave] was once one of the cursed.\(^161\)

18. To what does this refer? When both who are imprisoned are equal in wisdom. But if there was a High Priest who was an ignoramus and a mamzer who was a wise disciple, the wise disciple takes precedence. Anyone who is great in wisdom takes precedence over another. But if one of them [the captives] was one's rabbi or father, even if there is someone who is greater in wisdom, one's rabbi or father [takes precedence]. Even if there is someone there [among the captives] who is greater in wisdom than his rabbi or his father, so long as he [his father or rabbi] is a wise disciple, he [the father or the rabbi] takes precedence over the one who is greater than them in wisdom.\(^162\)

---

161. See Mishnah Horayot 3:8.
162. See Mishnah Horayot 3:8 and Babylonian Talmud Horayot 13a.
Laws on Gifts for the Poor Chapter 9

Maimonides now describes the two main institutions for giving tzedakah in his day, the kupah (the "charity coffer") and the tamchui (the "charity plate"). Based primarily on the first chapter of the Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra, these practices are both descriptive and prescriptive. Maimonides seems to be describing a standard of support for the poor which the community must uphold.

1. Any city in which there is a Jewish community is obligated to raise up collectors of tzedakah, people who are well-known and trustworthy, to go door-to-door among the people from Sabbath eve to Sabbath eve and to take from each and every one what is appropriate for them to give. [The amount] should be a set and clear matter for each person. They also distribute the money from Sabbath eve to Sabbath eve and give to each and every poor person enough food to last them for seven days. This method is called the kupah [the "coffer" for the charity fund].

2. So also [the community] must enlist collectors to take [donations] on a day-to-day basis, from each and every yard, a main dish, other types of food, fruit, or money for anyone who would donate something at that time, and they distribute this collection in the evening among the poor and give to each poor person from it a day's sustenance. This method is called the tamchui [the "charity plate"].

3. Never have we seen or heard of a Jewish community that does not have a kupah, but as for a tamchui, there are places whose custom it is to have it and places that do not. The widespread custom today is that the collectors of the

163. For laws 1-12, see Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 8a-11b in addition to the citations listed below.
kupah make their rounds each day [to collect the tzedakah], and they distribute it on each Sabbath eve.\textsuperscript{164}

4. On fast days, they must still distribute food for the poor. Any fast where the community eats [at the end after sundown], goes to sleep, and did not distribute tzedakah to the poor is like [a community] that sheds blood. About them it is written in the prophetic books, (Isaiah 1:21) Where righteousness [tzedek] dwelt, but now murderers. To what does this refer? When they have not given them a main dish and fruit with which to eat it, such as dates or grapes. But if the money or the wheat was delayed [and they did not give them food because of a mitigating circumstance], then they are not like murderers.\textsuperscript{165}

5. The kupah may only be collected by two individuals, for there is no authority to an institution in the community in financial matters except if there are at least two people [to run it], but it is permissible to entrust one person with the money from the kupah. It may only be distributed by three individuals, because it is as if they are making judicial decisions about money [and a Jewish court is comprised of three individuals], for they give to each one enough to fill this lack for the Sabbath [and this is a matter of judgment]. And the tamchui is collected by three, for this is not a clearly defined matter [and also requires judicial decisions], and it is distributed by three.\textsuperscript{166}

6. The tamchui is collected each day, and the kupah [is collected] each Sabbath eve. The tamchui is given to the poor everywhere, and the kupah is given to [the poor of] that city alone.

\textsuperscript{164} See also Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 17b on the basic requirements for a community.
\textsuperscript{165} See Babylonian Talmud Sanhedrin 35a.
\textsuperscript{166} See Mishnah Péah 8:7.
7. The citizens of the city are permitted to interchange the kupah and the tamchui one with the other, and they may exchange them according to the desire fitting the needs of the community, even though they did not stipulate such at the time it was collected. If there is someone in the province who is especially wise, everything should be collected according to his understanding, and he should distribute it as he sees best. This person is permitted to exchange them [the kupah and the tamchui] as he sees fit according to the needs of the community.

Maimonides now changes the focus half-way through this chapter and explains the rules for the collectors of tzedakah. The task of collecting tzedakah was extremely praiseworthy but also required effort to avoid even the appearance of wrong-doing. In addition, Maimonides explicates factors that might affect one’s need for community support, including traveling between communities or pressure to sell one’s property during a difficult market.

8. Collectors of tzedakah are not permitted to spread out far from each other [while collecting] in the market [so as to avoid suspicion], except when one goes through a gate while the other goes into a store so they may make a collection.

9. If a tzedakah collector finds money in the market, he may not put it in his pocket [so it looks like he is stealing], but rather he puts it in the money bag of the tzedakah, and when he gets home he may take it out.

10. If a tzedakah collector engages in business with another in the market [while he is collecting tzedakah] and he [the other person] pays him [the collector in front of others], he may not place [the money] in his pocket, but rather he puts it in the money bag of tzedakah, and when he gets home he may take it out. He may also not count the money from the kupah two by two but rather one coin at a time so that there is no suspicion, as it is said, (Num. 32:22) You shall be clear before the LORD and before Israel.
11. If the collectors of tzedakah do not have poor people [at that moment] to whom to distribute, they may combine the money into dinarim, for the sake of others but not for themselves. The collectors of the tamchui who do not have poor people to whom to distribute may sell [donated gifts] for the sake of others but not for their own sake. People should not investigate the collectors of tzedakah, the treasurer of the Temple, [that is, demand a list of who gave what,] as it is said, (II Kings 22:7) However, no check is to be kept on them for the silver that is delivered to them, for they deal honestly.

12. If someone stays in a province for thirty days, they may coerce him to give tzedakah for the kupah for the citizens of that province. If he stays for three months, they may coerce him to give to the tamchui. If he stays for six months, they may coerce him to give tzedakah for clothing, so they may clothe the poor of that city. If he stays for nine months, they may coerce him to give tzedakah for burial, so they may bury the poor and take care of all of the needs for burial.

13. One who has enough food for two meals is forbidden to take from the tamchui. If one has food for fourteen meals, he may not take from the kupah. If he had 200 zuz and does not engage in business with them, or if he had fifty zuz and does engage in business with them, then he may not take leket, shikhecha, péah, and ma’esar ani. If he had 199 dinar, even if a thousand people gave him at once, he is permitted to take [everything]. If he had money in his possession but he has a debt or this is collateral for the prenuptial agreement [ketubah] for his wife, then he is permitted to take tzedakah.168

167. See Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 118a.
168. See Mishnah Péah 8:7.
14. If a poor person is in need who owns a yard and household utensils, even if they are made of silver or gold, they may not require him to sell his home or his utensils, but rather he is permitted to take *tzedakah*, and it is a *mitzvah* to give to him. In what situation does this apply? To utensils for eating, drinking, doing laundry, for bedding, and similar such things. But if the utensils of silver and gold are things such as a trowel or a pestle or something similar, he must sell them and he gets [utensils] of lesser value. When does this apply [that they force him to sell extraneous tools]? Before he has collected [*tzedakah*] from the people. But even after he has collected *tzedakah*, they still make him sell his utensils and take others of lesser value, and then afterwards he may take [*tzedakah*] again.\(^{169}\)

15. If an owner of a home was traveling to a city and lost his money while on the way and now has nothing to eat, then he is permitted to take *leket*, *shikhecha*, *péah*, *ma’esar ani*, and to benefit from *tzedakah*. And when he arrives at his home, he does not need to pay [the money back], for he was a poor person at that time. To what is this similar? To a poor person who becomes rich and does not need to pay [back all the money that sustained him while he was poor].\(^{170}\)

16. If one owns houses, fields, or vineyards, and if he sold them during the rainy season, it would be at a loss, whereas if he waited until the dry season, he could sell them for their worth, in such a case, they may not require him to sell [when he would lose money], but rather they feed him from *ma’esar ani* up until half their

\(^{169}\) See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 68a.

\(^{170}\) See Mishnah Péah 5:4.
[his property's] worth,\textsuperscript{171} and they do not pressure him to sell at a time when it would be disadvantageous to sell.

17. If the rest of the people are buying at high prices, and he finds that no one will buy from him except at a cheap price because he is under pressure and in dire straits, they may not require him to sell [at that time]. Rather, he eats from \textit{ma'esar ani} and continues until he can sell for their value, as everyone knows so he is not under pressure to sell [at a loss].\textsuperscript{172}

18. If they collected money for a certain poor person in order to fill his lack, and they accumulated a surplus [by collecting more than what he was lacking], the surplus belongs to him. And so if they collected a surplus for poor people in general, [the surplus is set aside] for the poor [in the future]. And so a surplus for captives [is set aside for future] captives, and so for a specific captive, [the surplus goes to] that specific captive. And so a surplus for taking care of the dead in general [is set aside for the future needs of] taking care of the dead, and so if there is a surplus [that they collected] for a specific dead person, it goes to his heirs.\textsuperscript{173}

19. A poor person who has given a \textit{perutah} to the \textit{tamchui} or to the \textit{kupah}, they accept it from him. If he did not give [anything], they do not require him to give. If they gave him new clothes, and he returned the worn garments, they accept them from him. And if he did not donate [to the \textit{kupah}], they do not require him to give.\textsuperscript{174}

\textsuperscript{171} See Babylonian Talmud Bava Kama 7a.
\textsuperscript{172} See Babylonian Talmud Bava Kamma 7a-b. It is remarkable, however, that the Talmud teaches the opposite of Maimonides' ruling. However, later legal decisions are in accordance with Maimonides, perhaps suggesting a problem with the transmission of texts.
\textsuperscript{173} See Mishnah Shekalim 2:5.
\textsuperscript{174} See Tosefta Péah 4:10.
Maimonides begins this final chapter with motivational reasons to give tzedakah, both of a theological and practical nature. He continually invokes the values of integrity, kinship, virtue, and dignity. For an in-depth analysis of this chapter, see the Introduction.

1. We must be especially careful to observe the mitzvah of tzedakah, more so than any other positive mitzvah, for tzedakah is a sign of the righteous [tzadik] lineage of Abraham, our father, as it is said, (Genesis 18:19) For I have singled him out, that he may instruct his children and his posterity [to keep the way of the LORD] by doing what is just [tzedakah].

The throne of Israel is established and the religion of truth stands only on tzedakah, as it is said, (Isaiah 54:14) You shall be established through righteousness [tzedek]. And Israel will only be redeemed through tzedakah, as it is said, (Isaiah 1:27) Zion shall be saved in the judgment; her repentant ones, in the retribution [tzedakah].

2. Never has anyone become poor by giving to tzedakah, nor has anything bad ever come of it, nor has any harm occurred because of tzedakah, as it is said, (Isaiah 32:17) The work of righteousness [tzedakah] is peace. Anyone who shows compassion, others will show compassion to him, as it is said, (Deut. 13:18) [May God] show you compassion, and let your compassion increase.

And if someone is cruel and without compassion, then his lineage is suspect, for cruelty is only found among the idolatrous nations, as it is said, (Jer. 50:42) They...
are cruel, they show no mercy. All Israel and all who are associated with them are like brothers, as it is said, (Deut. 14:1) You are children of the LORD your God. And if a brother does not show compassion for another brother, then who will have compassion for him? And to whom can the poor of Israel look? To the idolatrous nations that hate them and pursue them? They can only look to rely upon their brothers.

3. Anyone who averts his eyes from [the need of] tzedakah is called Belial ["Wickedness"], just as the idolators worship Belial, and of the idolators Scripture says, (Deut. 13:14) That some scoundrels [children of Belial] from among you have gone [and subverted the inhabitants of their town] by averting their eyes from [the need of] tzedakah. It says, (Deut. 15:9) Beware lest you harbor a base [belial] thought. And such a person is called, "wicked," as it is said, (Prov. 12:10) The compassion of the wicked is cruelty. Such a person is called, "a sinner," as it is said, (Deut. 15:9) He will cry out to the LORD against you, and you will incur a sin.

The Holy One, Blessed Be He, is close to the cries of the poor, as it is said, (Job 34:28) He listens to the cry of the needy. Therefore, one needs to be especially sensitive to their cries, for they [the poor] have a covenant established [between them and God], as it is said, (Exodus 22:26) Therefore, if he cries out to Me, I will pay heed, for I am compassionate.

4. Anyone who gives tzedakah to a poor person with a scowl and causes him to be embarrassed, even if he gave him a thousand zuz, has destroyed and lost any merit thereby. Rather, one should give cheerfully, with happiness [to do so] and empathy for his plight, as it is said, (Job 30:25) Did I not weep for the unfortunate? Did I not grieve for the needy? And one should speak to him words

178. See Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 151b.
179. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 10a and the Introduction.
180. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubbot 68a.
181. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 10a. The translation reads, "guilt," but the connection here is through "sin."
182. Maimonides does not quote this exactly.
183. Literally: causes his face to fall in shame.
of comfort and consolation, as it is said, (Job 29:13) [I received the blessing of the lost,] I gladdened the heart of the widow.

5. If a poor person asks of you [to give him something], and you do not have anything in your possession to give to him, comfort him with words.\(^{184}\) It is forbidden to speak harshly to a poor person or to raise your voice in a shout, for his heart is broken and crushed. Thus it says in Scripture, (Psalms 51:19) God, You will not despise a contrite and crushed heart. And it says, (Isaiah 57:15) Reviving the spirits of the lowly, reviving the hearts of the contrite. And woe to anyone who shames a poor person! Woe to him! Rather, let him be like a father to him, in compassion and in words, as it is said, (Job 29:15) I was a father to the needy.

6. One who coerces others to give tzedakah is considered to have performed even a greater deed than the person who actually gives, as it is said, (Isaiah 32:17) For the work of the righteousness [tzedakah] shall be peace, [and the effect of righteousness [tzedakah], calm and confidence forever.]\(^{185}\) Of collectors of tzedakah and similar people it is written, (Daniel 12:3) Those who lead the many to righteousness [matzdiké harabim] will be like the stars [forever and ever].

The next eight passages are often presented as a text all to themselves, the "Eight Levels of Tzedakah." They are presented in descending order from the best way to give to the needy to the worst.

7. There are eight levels of tzedakah, each one greater than the other. The greatest level, higher than all the rest, is to fortify a fellow Jew and give him a

\(^{184}\) See Leviticus Rabbah 34:15 as well as Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 9b.

\(^{185}\) See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 9a. The first half of the verse refers to the one who gives. The second part of the verse refers to one who coerces others and whose reward is more lasting.
gift, a loan, form with him a partnership, or find work for him, until he is strong enough so that he does not need to ask others [for sustenance]. Of this it is said, (Lev. 25:35) [If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your authority,] and you hold him as though a resident alien, let him live by your side. That is as if to say, "Hold him up," so that he will not fall and be in need.186

8. One level lower than this is one who gives tzedakah to the poor and does not know to whom he gives, and the poor person does not know from whom he receives.187 This is purely a mitzvah for its own sake, such as the Chamber of Secrets in the Holy Temple, for there the righteous would give in secret [and leave], and the poor, of good background, would sustain themselves from it in secret. Very close to this is one who gives to the kupah of tzedakah, but one should not contribute to the kupah of tzedakah unless one is certain that the one who counts it is trustworthy and wise and behaves competently, as was Rabbi Chanania ben Teradion.188

9. One level lower is one who gives tzedakah and the giver knows to whom he gives but the poor person does not know from whom he takes. Such did the great sages who would go in secret and throw money onto the doorways of the poor.189 A method such as this one is a good way when the keepers of tzedakah do not behave competently.

186. See Babylonian Talmud Shabbat 63a.
187. Maimonides holds the anonymity of both giver and receiver of great importance, but he does not require anonymity at the highest level of giving. This is perhaps because the highest level of giving addresses the source of poverty whereas giving something to a beggar only alleviates a person's temporary need. Preventing poverty is therefore of such importance that anonymity becomes secondary in that instance.
188. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 10b and Avodah Zarah 17b. Rabbi Chanania ben Teradion had a reputation for competence and honesty, so he dealt with the collection and distribution of charity funds. He was later tortured and executed by the Romans.
189. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67b.
10. One level lower is when the poor person knows from whom he takes but the giver does not know to whom he gives. Such was the way of the sages who would tie coins to their garments and would throw the bundle over their shoulder so the poor could come up [behind them] and take [them] without being embarrassed.\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 67b.}

11. One level lower is to give to him with one's own hand before he can ask.\footnote{It can be assumed that from this point on the situation is one of face to face encounter, handing something to another.}

12. One level lower is to give to him after he has asked.

13. One level lower is to give him less than one should but with kindness.

14. One level lower is to give to him begrudgingly.

\textbf{Maimonides concludes this treatise by giving examples of the ideal ways of giving tzedakah. Giving to the poor is understood to be a holy act, and God's presence is manifest in the face of the poor person who receives tzedakah. Maimonides also implies a tension in the act of receiving tzedakah, namely, that one should do everything in one's power not to become dependent upon the community, but at the same time one should not endanger oneself and refuse the community's help when necessary.}

15. The greatest among the sages used to give a \textit{perutah} to the poor before every prayer service and only afterwards would they pray, as it is said, (Psalms 17:15) \textit{Then I, justified [betzedek], will behold Your face.}\footnote{See Babylonian Talmud Bava Batra 10a.}
16. One should give sustenance to one's sons and daughters who have come of age and to whom one is no longer required to give such support so that they may study the testimonies of Torah and to guide one's daughters on an upright path and not become shameful.\[193\] So also one should give sustenance to one's father and mother, for this is essential tzedakah. It is an important principle of tzedakah that a relative takes precedence [over another].\[194\] All who give food and drink to the poor and the orphans from his own table can call to God and he will be answered with joy, as it is said, (Isaiah 58:9) *Then, when you call, the LORD will answer.*

17. The sages commanded that the poor and orphans should be members of one's household instead of servants. It is better to use their services [by employing them] and that the children of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob benefit from one's property and not the descendants of Ham, for one who increases the number of servants each and every day adds to the sin and iniquity of the world. But if the poor are made members of one's household, each and every hour one adds merit and mitzvot.\[195\]

18. One should always strain oneself and endure hardship and not come to depend on others rather than cast oneself onto the community. Thus the sages

---

193. See Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 50a.
194. See Babylonian Talmud Bava Metzia 71a.
commanded, "Make your Sabbaths into weekdays rather than come to depend on others." 196

Even if one is wise and revered and becomes poor, he should engage in some kind of craft, even a menial one, rather than come to depend on others. Better to stretch leather from carrion than to say, "I am a great sage," [or] "I am a priest: Feed me." Thus have the sages commanded. Great sages were splitters of wood, raisers of beams, drawers of water for gardens, iron workers, and blacksmiths rather than ask [for their living] from the community or accept anything when they gave to them.

196. See Babylonian Talmud Pesachim 112a.

197. See Mishnah Péah 8:9 and Babylonian Talmud Ketubot 68a.

Thus ends, with the help of God, the laws on gifts for the poor.
Appendix I: Sources from the Torah on Tzedakah

Leviticus 19:9-10
When you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of your field, or gather the gleanings of your harvest. You shall not pick your vineyard bare, or gather the separated fruit of your vineyard; you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the LORD am your God.

Leviticus 23:22
And when you reap the harvest of your land, you shall not reap all the way to the edges of the field, or gather the gleanings of your harvest; you shall leave them for the poor and the stranger: I the LORD am your God.

Leviticus 25:35-38
If your kinsman, being in straits, comes under your authority, and you hold him as though a resident alien, let him live by your side: do not exact from him advance or accrued interest, but fear your God. Let him live by your side as your kinsman. Do not lend him money at advance interest, or give him your food at accrued interest. I the LORD am your God, who led you out of the land of Egypt, to give you the land of Canaan, to be your God.

Deuteronomy 14:28-29
Every third year you shall bring out the full tithe of your yield of that year, but leave it within your settlements. Then the Levite, who has no hereditary portion as you have, and the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow in your settlements shall come and eat their fill, so that the LORD your God may bless you in all the enterprises you undertake.
Every seventh year you shall practice remission of debts. This shall be the nature of the remission: every creditor shall remit the due that he claims from his fellow; he shall not dun his fellow or kinsman, for the remission proclaimed is of the LORD. You may dun the foreigner; but you must remit whatever is due you from your kinsman. There shall be no needy among you -- since the LORD your God will bless you in the land that the LORD your God is giving you as a hereditary portion -- if only you heed the LORD your God and take care to keep all this Instruction that I enjoin upon you this day. For the LORD your God will bless you as He has promised you: you will extend loans to many nations, but require none yourself; you will dominate many nations, but they will not dominate you.

If, however, there is a needy person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that the LORD your God is giving you, do not harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman. Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs. Beware lest you harbor the base thought, "The seventh year, the year of remission, is approaching," so that you are mean to your needy kinsman and give him nothing. He will cry out to the LORD against you, and you will incur guilt. Give to him readily and have no regrets when you do so, for in return the LORD your God will bless you in all your efforts and your undertakings. For there will never cease to be needy ones in your land, which is why I command you: open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your land.

Deuteronomy 24:19-22
יכָּכָּרָה יָשָׁרְךָ בְּשִׁכְּרָהָּ כְּעֵצְכָּתָּ עָמָּר בְּשִׁכְּרָהָּ לֹא יָשָׁרְךָ בְּשִׁכְּרָהָּ מִלְּיתוֹנָּ לְלַחְמָבָהָ מִיָּהוֹ בֵּית אֵל הַלַּחֲמִיתָהוּ מִיָּהוֹ בֵּית אֵל הַלַּחֲמִיתָהוּ הַלַּחֲמִיתָהוּ לְלַחֲמִיתָהוּ הַלַּחֲמִיתָהוּ:

Every seventh year you shall practice remission of debts. This shall be the nature of the remission: every creditor shall remit the due that he claims from his fellow; he shall not dun his fellow or kinsman, for the remission proclaimed is of the LORD. You may dun the foreigner; but you must remit whatever is due you from your kinsman. There shall be no needy among you -- since the LORD your God will bless you in the land that the LORD your God is giving you as a hereditary portion -- if only you heed the LORD your God and take care to keep all this Instruction that I enjoin upon you this day. For the LORD your God will bless you as He has promised you: you will extend loans to many nations, but require none yourself; you will dominate many nations, but they will not dominate you.

If, however, there is a needy person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that the LORD your God is giving you, do not harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman. Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs. Beware lest you harbor the base thought, "The seventh year, the year of remission, is approaching," so that you are mean to your needy kinsman and give him nothing. He will cry out to the LORD against you, and you will incur guilt. Give to him readily and have no regrets when you do so, for in return the LORD your God will bless you in all your efforts and your undertakings. For there will never cease to be needy ones in your land, which is why I command you: open your hand to the poor and needy kinsman in your land.
When you reap the harvest in your field and overlook a sheaf in the field, do not turn back to get it; it shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow -- in order that the LORD your God may bless you in all your undertakings. When you beat down the fruit of your olive trees, do not go over them again; that shall go to the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. When you gather the grapes of your vineyard, do not pick it over again; that shall go the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. Always remember that you were a slave in Egypt; therefore do I enjoin you to observe this commandment.
Appendix II: Transliteration and Glossary

Transliteration:

נ = not transliterated
ב = b
נ = v
ג = g
ד = d
ה = h (also at the end of a word)
ו = v
ז = z
ח = ch
ט = t
י = y
ו = k
ל = kh
מ = m
נ = n
ס = s
ע = not transliterated
פ = p
ף = f
ץ = tz
ך = k
ר = r
ש = sh
ס = s
ת = t
א = a
א = o
ו = o
ע = e
יו = é
ה = e
ו = o
א = a

In a series of vowels with silent letters, the ' sign is used to aid in pronunciation.

Glossary:

asufi: A foundling.

bét kor: An area large enough to sow thirty seah of seed.

chalel: An illegitimate child of a priest.

dinar (pl. dinarim, dinarin): A unit of weight and a unit of monetary measurement, a coin.
kav (pl. kavim): A basic unit of measurement of volume, equivalent to one-sixtieth of a seah.

ketubah: A prenuptial agreement guaranteeing payment by the husband to the wife if he divorces her.

kupah: A coffer for the collection of charity distributed on a weekly basis.

leket: Overlooked gleanings designated for the poor.

litre: A measurement of weight equivalent to one hundred dinarim.

log: A basic unit of liquid measurement equivalent to one-fourth of a kav.

ma'esar ani: The tithe for the poor. In the third and sixth years of a seven year cycle, after the terumah [the priests' share of the produce] and the ma'asér rishon [the first tithe given to the Levites] have been taken out, one-tenth of the remainder is designated for the poor.

ma'asér rishon: The first tithe, given to the Levites. After the terumah [the priests' share of the produce], has been taken out, one tenth of the remainder is given to the Levites.

ma'asér sheni: The second tithe, taken out after terumah [the priests' share of the produce], and ma'asér rishon [the first tithe given to the Levites], in the first, second, fourth, and fifth years of a seven year cycle. It was taken by the owner to Jerusalem and eaten there by its owner.

ma'asér tevel: Produce from which the portion due to the priests, terumah, was not separated.

mamzer: A child who was conceived in a union forbidden by the Torah.

mitzvah (pl. mitzvot): Divine commandment. A positive mitzvah is an injunction to do something, and a negative mitzvah is a prohibition against doing something.

natin: A descendent of the Gibeonites deemed to have special status under Jewish law.

olélot: Malformed grape clusters designated for the poor.
péah: The edge of a field of grain that is designated for the poor to harvest. It must be something that is edible, raised from the ground, maintained as a crop, gleaned all together at once, and able to be put into storage.

peret: Separated fruit designated for the poor. These are one or two grapes that have become separated or have fallen from a cluster.

seah (pl. se'in): A unit of measurement of volume for both dry and liquid measures.

shekel: A unit of measurement of weight and a monetary measurement often equivalent to half of a dinar.

shetuki: An illegitimate child with an unknown father.

shikhecha: Forgotten produce designated for the poor.

tamchui: A plate for the collection of charity distributed on a daily basis.

terumah or terumah gedolah: The priests' share of the produce.

terumat ma'asér: The portion the Levites separate from the tithe given to them that they give to the priests.

tzedakah: Charity. The root of this word indicates "righteousness" or "justice."

zuz: A monetary measurement equivalent to a dinar.
Appendix III: Editions of Texts
and Suggested Reading List

For further reading:


